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Healy Attends Peace Conference

nei, TRE

keynote speakers. For the first time in
the conference,

held

Sweden, united church leaders from
various Christian sects around the
world for the purpose of discussing.
peace, disarmament and survival, with

FR am

ca

history

le

modern

at

Uppsala

University,

Uppsala,

special emphasis on nuclear disarma. ment.
Representing the Catholic Church
in the United States, Fr. Healy addressed his 15-minute speech from two

perspectives, that of representative of
the American Roman Catholic Bishops
and that of a university teacher.

oo
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Te

Healy began by recapping the progress made in the sixties and seventies

ey

toward nuclear accord among the East

hd

Er tad

and. West superpowers, citing such
accomplishments as the non-proliferation treaties, SALT I, and the AntiBallistic Missile Treaty. This progress
he cited as the cause of “our euphoria
at a nuclear slowdown,” a euphoria
which has since been replaced by “a
collective anxiety in the U.S. and in
many parts of Europe.”
Outlining the current East-West impass over the nuclear arms issue,
Father Healy asserted, “There is little
to gain by assigning blame, since the
blame falls on both sides. One hundred
years from now historians can debate
who was most at fault, but the facts
will 'remain unchanged even then.” In
light of the world Situation because of

hops to get them back to the sacristy,
where they were free to speculate on

Healy asserted the fact that “Neither
the popes nor the bishops have called

for ‘peace at any price’; but neither

to the two

tests of the just

war doctrine: discrimination and pro-

According to a press release: "Dr.
Abshire has headed CSIS since its
founding, except for the period 1970
to 1973 when he was Assistant Secre-

affairs with us again,” Georgetown
University President Timothy S. Healy,
S.J. said.

rights and duties not only within our
diverse national communities, but
within the larger world community
now forming.’”

as a “teacher who has spent most of

HOY A Staff Writer

David Abshire, chairman of the Cen-

the

as

the

of

and

U.S.

the

International

Ambassador

North

on

Atlantic

by Anne Karkkainen
HOYA Staff Writer
The

controversy

over

the

Main

tion, we can hope that subsequent
generations may indeed be able to

Campus Finance Committee (MCFC)
appointment of Kevin Warren (SBA
'84), was the highlight of the Senate
meeting Sunday night. Student Body
President Flip Casper presented Warren’s appointment to the MCFC along

remake it.”

with 59 other appointments.

tolerance of evil and if that impatience

feeds their imaginations, and if we do
not destroy our world in our genera-

pm
=
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U.S. for its lackadaisical attitude to-

It Is to proscribe “research papers and
research assistance services” and to
prohibit acceptance of payment “other
than cash” without approval by the

Student Activities Office.
Only abortion ads are specifically
banned in the current statement adopted by the PRB when it last met in

1979.
The “Mathias Case,” however, dominated the debate at the hearing Tuesday night.
Mathias’s viewpoint column was removed February 3 from the HOY A's

“flats” by Editor-in-Chief John Reagan
and Managing Editor Don Bruckner

with

the editors which,
he

said,

detailed

an

elaborate

policy limiting publication of competing writers except when particularly
relevant or not presentable in the writer’s own publication, while Bruckner
listed no specifics and Viewpoint
Editor Fernand Lavallee claimed he
had been unaware of the policy until
after the article was pulled.
“I think the central issue here... is
that the decision was based on a policy
which did not exist,” asserted Rice.
“Any policy which governs... would
have to be communicated to exist.”
He concluded that the decision was
“a reaction to a particular relationship”
and was not in the best interest of the

paper.
_ Reagan, in response, asserted that
the “oral policy” was reflective of
common journalistic policy regarding
competing writers and listed several
instances in which Voice writers had
been refused publication in the HOY A.

that day

The decision to pull the article after

of The Sequent on the Georgetown

it was already on the flats was forced
when the Sequent made its first ap-

shortly after the appearance

campus— including an article by Mathias critical of the “liberals” dominating the GU press and student gov-

pearance
campus

on

the

GU

campus

February 4 issue, he explained.

The controversy surrounded the
queston of whether the editor’s decision to remove Mathias’s column was

lack of a written policy was a problem

the
itd

by a policy

strictly

limit-

publication
of material
by writers for competing

with.” According to Dunlop, “A general identification system based upon
the social security number is an ’in-

by Paul

international affairs domain. The first,
the International

was the subject of the convetions of
Labor

Organization

(ILO), was directed at the human rights
side of labor organizations.
According to Dr. Dunlop, there are
three particular ILO Conventions that
have been ratified by most countries
in the international community that

have yet to be ratified by the United

them as "undocumented workers,”
Dunlop stated that illegal aliens numbered somewhere between 5 and 12
million, in the United States. “It is a
widespread problem that we have, over
the decades, refused to come to grips

despensible prerequisite for any program against illegal aliens to have
success.” Moreover, once this is done
=..." a basis is provided for, penalities
and strict enforcement towards employers who hire illegal aliens,” con-

tinued Dunlop.
The last two topics on
trade and institutional
for trade in economic
discussed in depth, by

Reagan admitted, however, that the
and noted that the Board of Editors
had since adopted a formal statement
which spelled out the conditions under

continued on page 2

ment, most without any controversy.

ing other appointments, Tindell made

Year

'84, Warren

international
arrangements
policies were
Dunlop. One

MCFC

or any

Senate
Cindy

Tindell

He continued to lambast the

HOY A Staff Writer

New

rules

have

been

established

for future elections. The biggest change
is the creation of the Faculty/Student

Review Board.
The Senate passed the proposals of

the Election Reform Task Force with
minor revisions on Sunday night.
From now on, after complaints are
to be dealt with by the Election Commission (EC), all hearings wil be directed to the Faculty/Student Review

Board, not to the Student Senate.
The board will be made up of two
faculty members suggested by the Fac-

ulty Senate, two students who are not
members of the EC, and the Student
Government Sponsor Gay FischettiHollowell.

Warren

if he

learn how the committee worked and
that he would be willing to make the
required time commitment.
Partridge again asked which

propo-

sal he would have supported, and finally explained his question as follows,
“What I'm trying to find out is if you'd
propose more financial aid or less then
went through.”

Warren responded, “I can’t answer
without the figures.”

After

brief

debate,

Warren

was

approved by a vote of seven to zero,
with five abstentions and all senators

Albert explained that his qualifications
included working on the Financial Aid
Subcommittee and the Financial Aid
Task Froce. He attended the MCFC
meetings this year and says he is
familiar with the budget process.
When asked whether keeping tuition
down or keeping financial aid up was

sible should get help; if that means
increasing financial aid and thus tui-

tion, I'll support it.”

(SBA

Senator Partridge continued to question Warren about which budget pro-

more

posal he would have supported. Finally, Warren called the request “‘un-

We

reasonable,” and proceeded to explain

not offer an opinion

without knowing

what

the actual fig-

Senators Todd Haskell and Kirk
Nahra spoke in favor of Warren. Senate President Bart Edes spoke of
“combining new blood with experience,” and added that a fresh view
Warren's appointment was rejected

by a tie vote of five to five, with
Senator Lynne Austin abstaining and

In the future, students will have to
sign their names on the register when
they vote. In the past, commissioners
have simply crossed names off the list
as students voted. As the Election

went on to say that he was willing to

tion on the various matters the MCFC
considers. He answered, “I won't vote
for something I don’t believe in.”
Concerning financial aid, Warren
commented, “As many people as pos-

would be helpful.

SG Elections Rules Revised
by ‘Anne Karkkainen

Tempore

to reconsider Warren's ap-

pointment to the MCFC.
At this time Warren explained,
“There is a difference between being
experienced and being qualified.” He

present.
>
Casper also presented Ron Albert

effective economic policy.
continued page 3

Dunlop.

rights have

asked

Pro

absent.

would be willing to represent the
Student Senate if they were to establish
an official Student Government posi-

in an ILO forum human rights,” said

the.

to an-

of its subcommittees,

President

ures were.

extension of human

and

unable

process, as he informed the Senate.
Warren explained that his qualifications were in the working world of
finance. He has worked as a bank
teller for three to four months, and has
served as the treasurer of his fraternity
Kappa Alpha chartered at American
University, since January.

output of university economists as
“bland mackerel” which makes it
harder for the U.S. to formulate an

association,

was

nor is he familiar with a budget hearing

been
the basis of the ILO conventions. *The U.S. is embarrassed when it is speaking

right to

a motion

was hotly debated. Senator Claude
Partridge questioned Warren on his
lack of experience. Asking repeatedly
, which of the various budget proposals
he would have supported for Fiscal

that he would

labor,

’85),

as

an

important,

MCFC

Albert

member.

commented,

“I think the two should be equalized.
knew

it would

cost too much

to

have full financial aid next year.
We
used the petition to support our request.” The figures the petition favored
“ were not accepted by the full committee.
Albert continued, “Full financial aid
is a goal for next year, but the only
way to have full financial aid next year
is for the university to come up with
the difference.”

Albert

was

referring

to the cuts in federal financial aid that
the university will have to make up in
order to maintain the full financial aid
continued on page 2

Georgetown University Center
Perkins &Will Architects/Washington

Reform Task Force indicated, this
change was made to prevent corrupt
ECs from stuffing the ballot box.
Additionally, all specific dates were
taken out of the election rules to give

them a sense of permanence.
Senate newsletters between Christ
mas Break

and the February election

are now prohibited. In the past, several
senators

have

been

accused

of using

such newsletters as an early and illegal
sort of campaigning.
Other minor changes include clari-

fication

of

the

definition

of “cam-

paigning” and of where posters may be

displayed.

(G2 Bus Has Problems Turning
by Quin Hillyer
HOY A Assistant Features Editor

Several recent events have drawn
attention to problems G2 buses have
in making the turn at 37th and P
Streets. Tuesday evening a bus driver
told all her passengers to get out at

7

After nearly two hours of consider-

Warren's appointment to the MCFC

amusing point brought out by Dunlop
came when he described the recent

States. The three, abolition of forced

as a

paper just the day before the

ernment.

prompred

ture Series, to honor former ambassa-

Describing

he claimed,

revealed inconsistencies in their understanding of the “oral policy.” Rea-

gan,

problem

of illegal aliens.

Senator Kevin O’Keeffe

TR

publications as expressed in The Way

that “the circumstances surrounding
the removal indicate to me that they
involved personal animosity.”
The Assistant Student Activities Director conducted a series of interviews

The second issue addressed was the

“Labor in International Affairs” was
the topic discussed by Dr. John T.
Dunlop, former U.S. Labor Secretary
during the Ford administration. The
lecture, held last Tuesday in the ICC
auditorium, was part of the third annual Samuel D. Berger Memorial Lecdor Samuel D. Berger (1911-1980).
Dr. Dunlop touched on four major
issues concerning U.S. labor in the

/
{

knowledge and understanding of world

In a three-hour marathon meeting,
the Senate approved every appoint-

swer. He has no experience with the

wards these conventions.

Editor

Photo

Bock

:

Rice, in his opening statement, said

Contributing

eign policy at Georgetown and four
previous Presidential appointments

SG Appointments Approved

his adult life in universities, public and
his experience with and concern over
the younger generation, Father Healy
stated, “The young are impdtient with

Strategic

Council

private, secular and religious.” From

ey
a

SRA AP

have

possession of such weapons for deterrence may be justified, provided deterrence is used to stimulate arms
reduction. On the other hand, the use
against civilians contemplated by both
sides, whether for a first strike retaliation, cannot be justified.”
Referring to the wide response of
the public at the publication of the
first draft of the pastoral letter and in
particular the criticism toward the
Bishops’ right to discuss such matters,

AT
TT
TRL
%
TR
OF
TE
TAR,
TARTAR
AT

Two proposals, presented at the beginning of the hearing, would modify
the University’s policy for student

TT
ER

problems.”

TR

The Publication Review Board met
this week for the first time since 1979,
to discuss the case of HOYA editors
John
Reagan
and
Don
Bruckner
brought against them by Student Activities Director Walt Cramer and his
assistant Bob Rice.
Cramer and Rice had alleged that
the editors’ decision last February not
to publish a column written by Richard
Mathias was affected by “personal

many years of professional work in for-

Treaty Organization, with the rank of
ambassador.
The appointment requires Senate

by Anne Valle Schafly

are

Finally, Father Healy concluded his

papers or by the personal feelings of
the editors toward Mathias following
the appearance of his critical article.

yet

for a high diplomatic post. Dr. Abshire’s

nomination,

one interdependent planet. We

“‘we

by Todd Robinson

Staff Writer

to have

Abshire said, “because CSIS is today

the

standing work.”

HOYA

HOYA

is honored

another member of its faculty selected

accepting

Reagan

read,

Dunlop Discusses Human Rights

by Len Schoppa

Georgetown
Dr.

In

ter for

Healy

speech with his viewpoint on the issue

Publications Board Convenes

of CSIS, will be replacing him,

Studies (CSIS) was named by President

Father

Healy said “that the

The Publications Review Board meeting Tuesday night. :

“While we will miss Dr. Abshire’s
steady and thoughtful direction at CSIS,

lems together or we shall destroy one
another. Mutual security and survival
require a new vision of the world as

portionality.”

In conclusion

Advisory Board.”

we shall learn to resolve these prob-

letter,

and conflicts on a global scale. Either |

weapons

headquar-

ters in. Brussels is over. In the interim,
Dr. Amos Jordan, the vice-chairman

have prepared him well for this important responsibility. As Ambassador
to NATO, Dr. Abshire will be on leave
from his position at the University and
we hope that he will return to share his

Quoting directly from the pastoral
living in a global age with problems

jected the most probable uses of those

Ambassador David Abshire

when his job at the NATO

ment for the Conduct of Foreign Policy,
and the President's Foreign Intelligence

professionally and financially at the
high point of its 20-year history, I feel
that I can take a leave of absence to
accept this challenging assignment. I
am confident that under the able
leadership of Dr. Amos Jordan, CSIS
will continue and increase its out-

ence Healy submitted the third draft

theory. In examining the use of nuclear weapons, the Bishops “have sub-

Tapley Bennett, Jr., who was appointed
by President Carter.
Abshire will be taking a leave of
absence from CSIS, and will return

in a closet, and His bishops had best
get in it with Him.”

of the Bishops’ letter which will be
debated and voted on next week by
the Bishops in Chicago.
The letter focuses on modern war-

fare and the application of the just war

dential appointments as first chairman
of the U.S. Board for International
Broadcasting, as a member of the
Congressionally-authorized Commission on the Organization of the Govern-

any other Ambassador. He is replacing

transubtaniation and other pinheaded
if ‘angelic topics. Their message as
simple: Jesus of Nazareth really belongs

have they condoned the mindless piling
up of weapons whose use in all probability is bound to escape human
control.”

tary of State for Congressiongl Relations. He has held three other presi-

confirmation, but no date has been set
as yet. Abshire will serve “at the pleasure of the President,” which means
he can be replaced at any time, like

generally identified with the current
administration, pleaded with the bis-

ph

S. Healy, S.J. last

he spoke poignantly, *‘A whole chorus,

that corner rather than at the normal
bus stop 1}; blocks away because she
could not complete the turn until
someone moved their car from a noparking zone. The next morning,
another driver had to threaten to call
the police before a car owner would
comply with his request.

—

=

Arthitect’s conception of the proposed
Lot 3. For more information see page 3.

Student Canter

as seen from

Sar

Father Timothy

week flew to Sweden where he attend
the "Life and Peace” Christian World
Conference and served as one of four

the threat of nuclear war, Healy commented, “It is then no wonder that
major demonstrations against nuclear
weapon systems have taken place in
Britain and the Federal Republic of
Germany, and that the freeze resolution, slowly making its way through
the American Congress, has attracted
so much public and political support.”
Justifying the American
Roman
Catholic Bishops’ initiative in composing the “comprehensive pastoral
letter cntitled ‘The Challenge
of
Peace: God's Promise and Our Response’,” Healy said, “Given the
enormity of the stakes and the serious
public consternation, it is right for the
churches to address the current impasse.” For the record of the confer-

110147485
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Photo by Bill Auth

: by Megwin Finegan

Friday, April 29, 1983

Amnesty Int
| Features Cambodia
Robert Drinan, S.J. are among the
sponsors of the display, as are fourteen
Republican and Democratic congress-

men.
Georgetown's

out in front of the Supreme Court to
protest capital punishment.
Al has devoted much energy to
publicizing the problems in Cambodia. The campus group sponsored the

House

Office Building. The exhibit is part of

Hawk speech in conjunction with the

“an Al campaign to inform the world
that genocide is still occurring,” according to John Pojman, the Director
of the G.U. chapter.

Georgetown

President Timothy

Washington area Amnesty International organization.
Amnesty International, the recipient
of the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize, is a
worldwide movement working for the

S.

Healy, S.J. and Law Center Professor

~ Airbands Fa ce-off at Pub
SPECIAL

TO THE

HOYA

Wednesday, April 20th—a day that
will live in infamy—well, at least till
next year. On this day, before an
estimated Pub crowd of 350 highly
inebriated Hoyas, WROX held its second annual Airband Contest.

HN

Minority’s rendition of “Rebel, Rebel”,
the Immoral Minority emerged as the
1982-83
WROX
Airband
Contest

Champions.
Upon learning of the victory, I.M.’s
lead vocalist, Rich Thompson, exclaimed, “You can’t push on a rope.”
Obviously, he was referring to the
upcoming performance by members
of the Immoral Minority (Rich, Joe
Johns,
Michael
Logerfo,
Barry

Schwarz, Kevin
Toomey)

vealing antics by the Doors and a cute,

radioactive materials in labs. ..70%
won

on-campus

housing in 78-79, reported the Office
of Residence Life . . . Two fifth Copley
residents filed a breach of contract
suit after the University discontinued
a tradition on that floor —maid service
to each room. The maids were cut in a
cost-saving move... HOYA Editor-InChief Val Reitman criticized a report
The report prepared at a cost of
$40,000 to the University, said that
that both the HOYA and the Voice
were too critical of the University and
did not promote the good things about
the University enough on its pages.
Ritman defended the papers as not

into an

the completion of the Average Weiss
Band's “Get Down On It” and the

Each band ‘was required to play an

Four years ago: Georgetown's medical school was cited for eight violations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission code, for improper storage of

the competition

forced

Sheehan, and David

this Saturday as they partic-

ipate in the Spring Fest's Coffeehouse

being public relations organs and questioned the accuracy of a report which
never talked to either paper but spoke
extensively with unnamed University
administrators. . .
Fourteen years ago: A University

disciplinary board refused to convict
student Emilio Gonzales for assaulting

former

San

francisco

mayor

Joseph

In her supporting testimony, HOY A
advisor Sarah McClendon described
restrictive policies for competing wri-

ters as “an accepted practice” in the

it

‘2101

Pennsylvania
Telephone

Avenue,

N,

journalistic profession. “Whether it’s
written, it doesn't matter, because
everyone knows it,” she said.
Rice’s complaint was prompted by
his hearing of the incident from certain
unnamed sources. Mathias was not a

party to the complaint.

W,

331-7171

SH | me
|4 49 |: 49

:J)99
(4

| lane NB
We

reserve

the
Sale

4

Prices

eff

right
beer

and

Dental

Schools. The size, 24 pages, was the
largest issue of its kind in the young
paper's tenure. . .
Next week: The ending issues of the
HOYA through the years...

Even after the HOYA adopted a
written policy, he said, “We felt it was
important ‘you all (the PRB) take a
look at this.”

Cramer added that “Unfortunately
the Publications Review Board is only
there when negative things happen...
I've been pushing for two years to get
a standing board.”
The Student Activities Commission
in 1981 approved a standing board
which was never implemented after
the Student Life Committee issued a
critical evaluation.,

Bp

iv

ee

Cy Coleman

1 abstention.

Legislative Action
Casper

offered

the

following

as

members of the Legislative Action Coalition (LAC): Senate President Bart

|

Edes (CAS '84), Chairman; Tim Banwolf (SES '84); John Copeland (CAS
'84); Nancy Draperau (CAS '85); David
Lopez (SES 85); Tom McCarthy (CAS
84); Terry McCormick
(SES 85);
Deborah Simon (CAS '84); Patricia Sur
(CAS 85); Don Wall (CAS 84); and
Starla Williams (CAS '86). All were
approved except Williams, who was
not present and thus could not be
approved.

Athletic Board

Communications
Senator

(SBA '85), were approved unanimously. Ziment commented that he planned

Evert will serve

as

will be Laverne Crisp (SBA '85); John
Evans (CAS 85); Senators Jon Lampert
and Claude Partridge; Harold Reed

(CAS 86); Susan Rodgers (NUR '85);
and JoAnne Taylor (SBA '85). Up for
(CAS 86).
Unanimously approved for the Uni- ’
versity Center Committee were Linda
Beidler (SES '84), and Yvette Liebesman (SBA 86).
;

to be “sensitive to student concerns
about athletics and to make them
known.” He said he would be presenting the Athletics Department with
a proposal concerning club sports at
the next meeting.
Serving on the Financial Aid Task
Force will be Danny Eaton (SES '84);
John Evans (CAS ’'86); and Ladd
Johnson (SBA 84). Also appointed is
Greg Bendlin (SES '84), who was not

present.
Senators questioned the
extensively
about
the

Paul

Chairman of the Communications
Committee next year. Also serving

consideration next week will be Bryan
Dalton (SES '85) and Karen Ondesco,

For the Athletics Advisory Board,
Mara Downey (SBA 84); Phil Minervino (SBA ’85); and Howard Ziment

nominees
Solomon

Amendment, which would deny male
students financial aid if they did not
register for the draft.
Eaton and Johnson indicated that
they were against the amendment, and
that they would work to ensure .it did
not become effective. Evans said, “I'm
in favor of the amendment, but I'll
represent the students, I'll represent
their view.” He explained that he felt
not registering was breaking the law,
that is why he supports the amendment.
! The Senate unanimously approved
Anne Karkkainen (SES 86) and Jim

Ann

Beringer

(SLL

'85) and

Bryan

Dalton (SES '85) will serve as members
of the Campus Security Task Force.
Martha Lawler (CAS '86) will serve :
on the Free University Committee.
Ann Grunewald (CAS '85) and Sam

Paulos (CAS '86) were nominated to
be members of the Library Services
Committee. Grunewald responding to
heated questions from the Senate
commented, “What do I know about
heating and air conditioning? We need |
to approach the people who, run the
library, not the people who. work
there.” Her response broughta peal of

laughter and their unanimous approval.
Student

Cramer

Activities

spoke

Director

to the Senate

Walt,

at the,

beginning of the meeting. In an hour
long presentation and question and

answer period, Mr. Cramer urged students to “Get more involved at the
grass roots level.” He informed them,
“You have the responsibility to run
the Student Activities Office.”

He advised students that they must z
begin early if they plan to be effective.

Mr. Cramer was referring to the use of

= Rizz6~ (CAS 8%) as niembers “of the “Healy Lawn, and he urged the Senate

D

Alumni

Board

of

Governors.

to

the

¥ Gerfed’on’the Board

Rizzo

to

act

now

to

ensure

that

the entir

st yeir 46 welll Spithg*Festival™will Be *on ‘thd awit
Student

Life

next year.

sme

April 28, 29, and 30
8:00 P.M.

Trinity Theatre
36th & “OQ” Streets, NW

quantity,

Tickets

.

—

Reservations

$3.50

625-3181
625-4960

AIR

FORCE

NURSING

—

the opportunity for advanced education, specialization and flight nursing.

Experience

—

the opportunity to develop management and leadership skills as an Air Force
officer.

Experience

—

excellent starting pay, complete

medical

and dental care and 30 days of

vacation with pay each year.

PLUS
many other benefits unique to the Air Force lifestyle!
And the opportunity to serve your country.
—

Unanimously
Constitution/Bill of Rights Task Force

TER REE

Neil Simon

Experience

Experience

Keith
wi
approved . fo
the
:

TE

Music by

TT

EXPERIENCE

and

Senators
Mike
Greer
and, Jon
Lampert were approved as: members
of the Food Service Committee. Up.
for consideration next week will ‘be {.
Greg Pitaro (CAS '86); Kelli Rodgers:
(CAS '86); and Barbara Ann Weiden-.
bruch (CAS '86).

11 to 1, with

Appointees

Book by

| mowTAI

only,

'84);

er
pp

1202&

warm

Danny EAton (SFS
Jacobson (CAS 84).

proved

DEROGIT

limit

ap-

John Olson (SES '85) was not present
and will be considered next week.

MiLwavkee

to

were

that he consid-

t 3199

PRilF4dBte

tT

126T

to the Medical

Casper

They

ered his appointments to be the best
possible. The nominations were ap-

COORS

NORT

a

dication

presents

I1 oz Bomes TJ 2
RENE

Council donated $215 to the revived
crew program, a sign of student support
for the program :.. Yard President
John Whelan’s procedureal tactics during the election of Yard officers raised
a furor, but HOYA editorial that day
supported his decisions. . .
Forty-four years ago: The HOYA
saluted the University’s sesquicentennial with a 16 page issue, followed by
an eight page historical issue in blue
and gray ink...
Fifty-four years ago: Another anniversary issue appeared this week in
HOYA. history. It was a special de-

year.

from

’86).

were Sue Bredenburg (SES 84); James
Dunlop (SES '86); John Farley (SFS
84); and Robert Stenson (SBA 86).

12 oz Bomiet

MI LLER

moLsoN

following

‘start

indicated that he did not think that a

7299

10% {ae

MILWAUKEE

to

(CAS

TE

BD

IZ oz cans

|AUSTRALIA|

the

have

BECKS

(RRLING
e

would

12 02 Bomries

12 oz Bums
S

at Gaston Hall. Alioto, invited to speak
by the University and by HOYA Editor-In-Chief Don Casper, was overrun
by members of the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) before the
speech . .. SDS was also in the news of
'69 as they urged revolt at the ROTC
ceremonies that week. ROTC changed
their ceremonies to a later date. . .
Twenty-four years ago: The Student

Georgetown University Theatre
~~
MASK & BAUBLE RR
Tro

Bu

069

scratch”

Publications Board Continued
which a competing writer's material
would be accepted or rejected. Animosity played no part, Reagan asserted.

BEVERAGE STORE
Over 100 selections of Champagne!

Casper presented four nominations
for the Corp Board of Directors. They

Alioto at a speech Alioto was to deliver

‘

GILLIES 21

Corp

University Study Faults Papers
undergraduates

The Senate expressed concern over
the fact that all the Directors would be
seniors the next year, and that the

by the Senate unanimously.

HOY
A Remembers

of

Student Body President.

serious concern, and

by the Doremus PR firm of New York.

was

,

year.

clean-cut act by the Partridge Family,
unprecedented final round between
AWB and the Immoral Minority. At

initial two songs, after which four
finalists were chosen. The final four,
which was composed of the Partridge
Family, the Average Weiss Band, the
Immoral Minority, and the Doors, were
chosen on a criteria based upon crowd
response and artistic merit (as appraised by five celebrity judges).
Following a highly competitive playoff round, featuring some rather re-

work
only to correct abuses in other
nations to maintain impartiality, except
in the case of the death penalty.
This summer, the Georgetown organization will attend the national convention in Atlanta and organize its
activities for the coming academic

Trahern

proved unanimously ‘and will serve
two-year terms.
:
~ Approved as Election Commissioners were James Boutelle (SES 84);

Ep

ing two weeks, they will be exhibited
in the Rotunda of the Cannon

and the death penalty. Organizations

When Tindell asked if he would
support Student Government opinions,
Albert responded, “I'll represent the
student body. I'll carefully consider
any recommendations, yet I won't vote
| for anything I don’t believe in.”
Albert's nomination was approved

Be

The photographs he took of the
mass murders of Cambodians by their
own government are on display this
‘week in the Rotunda of the Russell
Senate Office Building. For the follow-

of torture

=

violations

end

TT

rights

recently

German “prisoner of conscience” on
whose behalf the chapter has worked,
was released and allowed to leave for
West Germany last fall. A prisoner of
conscience is a person arrested for
practicing his beliefs, political, religious, or otherwise. According to Pojman, the chapter is now busy actively
working against the death penalty in
the U.S. Last week, members camped

torium. Mr. Hawk is a writer and
human rights activist who has made
two recent trips to Southeast Asia to

human

chapter

learned that Martin Potschka, an East

Wednesday evening in the ICC Audi-

investigate
there.

Al

for an

(CAS 84), Senator; and Rosie Talbert
(SBA ’84). Kyle Stevenson (SES ’'84)
was nominated as an ex-officio, nonvoting member.
Casper serves as
Chairman of the Board because he is

TR

The Georgetown University chapter
of Amnesty International (Al), in conjunction with the Small Lecture Fund,
presented a speech by David Hawk

fair trials, and

policy.

Committe

e were Sue Howarth (NUR
:
'85); Nat Hyman (CAS '85); Cons
tatice
Karageorgis (CAS '85); and Sarah |

TOR

Features Editor

release of prisoners of conscience, for

include: Kurt Butenhoff (SES '84);
Robert Holden (SBA '84); Kirk Nahra

pA

by James Horan
HOYA

SG Committee Continued

-
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FIND OUT WHAT YOUR EXPERIENCE CAN BE
Contact:
Sgt. Kathy Riek at 981-3772

New University Center Plans Outlined
raising drives.
The proposed site for this sixteen
million dollar complex is the area
behind the Quad where the O'Gara
building now stands. The whold idea
for the Center is to bring everything
that influences our social and extracurricular life under one roof. The
facility will consist of three stories,
sloping down the hill, while leaving

by Bryan Keegan
HOYA

Staff Writer

Village B, Village A, Nevils, Henleville, the Intercultural Center, Yates,
Lauinger... What next? Since 1950
Georgetown has more than doubled in
size. With this great increase came a
tremendous need for all types of facilities. Over the last thirteen years, most
of the school’s academic and housing
needs have been met. In fact, by next
year the lottery may only be a bad

plenty of green space, preserving most

of the New North “beach.”
Nearly

memory. One would almost think that

every

club

and

student

or-

ganization will be given an office which
in many cases is larger than the one

the Hilltop would get a well deserved
rest from bulldozers and cement
mixers. But something is still missing,
a unifying center, a place where “everything” is located and where everyone
goes. For this reason, definite plans
have been made for the building of

they are now occupying. More impor-

tant than this will be the fact that each
organization will be “down the hall”

from one another and greater cooperation and communication will be fostered. Planners envision the Center to

The University Center.

function as the campus “living room.”

Though in the minds of University

It will provide space for all formal and

planners for over thirty years, the Cen-

informal’ social acticity. Finally, the
facility will provide an outlet for stu-

ter should soon become a reality. In

recent months, a comprehensive study

dents

“has been compiled, architects have
been consulted, the proposal has been
.submitted to the Board of Directors,
and the project has been given top
. priority on, the next few year's fund-

to express

interests

and

floor should prove to be the most
popular, Plans are set for a game
room, a central box office, a T.V.
lounge, Saxa’s, a new Vital Vittles, a

formal

restaurant, an expanded

pub/

patio area, as well as a sit down cafe 2
and a larger bookstore.
The restaurant should be reason-

ably

priced

at

about

$7-12

a meal.

Though our current pub is described
as quaint, the new one should prove to
be even more popular.
Two pubs are planned

with

one

being a quiet bar with a cocktail lounge
atmosphere that will open up to an
enclosed tree ladden patio area. The
other pub will have a large dance floor
and a raised stage-like seating area,
perfect for scopeing, The third floor
will house all university publications,
as well as most other clubs. Space has
been reserved for the S.E.C., the faculty senate, a typing room, a study
lounge

and

the

student

government

and student affairs offices.
So when

will it be ready? That's a

tough one. In addition to a few signatures by the review board, and after
each dean, vice-president, and student
representative gets in their two cents,

a five million dollar grant is needed.

As soon as these three events coincide,
construction will begin. This may occur

during the next academic year. The
University Center has a good chance
of being ready three or four years
down the road, possibly even sooner.
Nearly every major university hassome sort of student center. It is noted
by it’s absence here at Georgetown.
“Students don’t know what they are

NCET OFFERS: Extensive 40-hr. or 32-hr. “Weekender” courses
Live lectures + Simulated exam conditions - Special home-study

materials

LSAT

Tape library - Up-to-date course materials « Counseling

40-hr. begin 55 & 5.18

COURSES 32-hr. begin 528 & 64

GMAT

40-hr. begins 5/9

COURSES

32-hr. begins 6/4

or a free brochure and an invitation to a free sample
class

coverin
the LSAT/GMAT exams and the Law School/Graduate Business
School
admission process, call now:

rou ue (800) 223-2618

missing,” commented University Center Coordinator Pat Metz, who is
+ directly involved in the project. The
most frequently complained about aspect of the University is it's lack of a
unified social life. The University Cen-

The National Center for Educational Testing
1271 Ave. of the Americas, Suite 777
New York, N.Y. 10020

ter would provide this, and much more.

GUARANTEE:

Score

take

course

the

next

in the top 25% or
FREE.

needs

that range beyond the classroom.
The first floor will consist of a huge
ballroom, an adjoining all purpose

.room,

and

a much

needed

theatre/

stage that will seat 300. The second

GUPdate —
Several larcenies, a burglary took
place within the past week according
to, Georgetown University Protective
Services (GUPS) Officials.

GUPS and Metropolitan Police officers staked out the East Campus last
Thursday April 21. The DC Police had
received

an

anonymous

tip

that

person who is believed to have com-

A university student was the victim

a

mitted robberies in Loyola and at other

of a burglary on 35th Street across
from Loyola Hall Tuesday evening at
approximately 10:30 p.m. The suspect
-who was apprehended by DC Police is
described as a black male 6 tall,
175-180 Ibs. He was arrainged in DC
Superior Court Wednesday, but the
* outcome of the hearing was not available at the time of publication. The
.radio was taken from the student was
recovered. GUPS request that if any
students think they can positively
identify the suspect in East campus
robberies to please call them.
Two Henle apartments were bur~ glarized Sunday. Total cash loss form
~ the two thefts was $85. Both apart“ments were unlocked in spite of a
warning letter that was sent to all
Henle residents by Resident Director
Bob Rice. It told them to lock all
doors and’ to report all suspicious
persons to GUPS.

local colleges campuses. The Resident
Assistant of one floor helped the police

conduct a room by room search of the

third floor because they felt that the

suspect may have entered an unlocked
room trying to hide from the searchers.
No one was apprehended as a result of
this investigation.

Lot Three was the site of a car fire
and a larceny in the past week. Sunday

When it runs out

a car entered the parking lot smoking.

GUPS officers extinguished the fire
before the fire department was needed.
In another

incident, a gym

you wont have to.

bag con-

taining personal belongings valued at
$50 was taken from a locked car.
Marks on the drivers door indicated
that there was forced entry.
Wallets

on

were

the fourth

stolen from

The exciting Pilot Ball Point. It's got everything _
going for it. Smoother writing. S ecially designed
inger ribbing for continual writing comfort.
Stainless steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. A choice of medium or fine
points. And best of all...you’ll never throw it out.
Just slip in a 39¢ refill and you're ready to write
again. So next time your old scratchy see-thru

individuals

and ‘fifth of Lauinger

Library Thursday. GUPS

advises that

students not leave their belongings unattended in the library.

Si

last

issue

of the

HOYA

will

be

May

6. Individuals

interested

in

a 69¢ Pilot Ball

Point pen... plus
a few refills.
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submitting Viewpoints or Letters to the Editor should have their
material
submitted by Sunday, May 1, at 9 p.m.
The HOYA encourages SAC clubs and firms associated with the Univer-

sity community to advertise in this final issue. The ad deadline
is May 3, at 5
p.m. Call 625-4554 for more information.
The deadline for filing applications for the HOYA Editorial
Board is May
3. Call John at 625-4554 for more informatio, or stop by the
HOYA office.

;

[PILOT

run out and get
The

-

¢ WROX

690AM: Bad Music with Rob and Tom, 8:00-10:00 am.

* CAC Red Cross Blood Drive, New South Faculty Lounge, 9:00-3:0
0 pm.
* Interdenominational Prayer Vigil, 7:00 pm-11:00 am, Saturday
morning, St. William's Chapel,
Copley.
* Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 1:00-1:30 pm.
* Gospel Choir Rehearsal, Dahlgren Crypt, 6:30 pm.
* Gay People of Georgetown: “Life After Georgetown,” New York
Chapter of Gay and Lesbian
Alumni of Georgetown, WGR 202, 8:00 pm.
e Schubert Festival: Arts Connection, Gaston Hall, 8:00 pm, $5,
students $3.

e SEC Movie: A

an

Clockwork Orange, LA6 Med-Dent, 7:30 pm, $2.50/$1.50
w/ SES card.
® Spring Festival: Ultimate Frisbee Tournament, 12:30-3:00 pm,
Copley Lawn.
« Dog Show, 3:30-5:00 pm, Copley Lawn.
Movies: “Goldfinger” and “Thunderball” 8:45 pm-1:00 am, Harbin
Field.

UW

OE

* M&B: Sweet Charity, Trinity Theatre, 8:00 pm, $3.50.

AR

SA
30

Senator Christopher Dodd
(Democrat, Connecticut)
~ Member, Senate Foreign
Relations Committee
TOPIC:
U.S. Involvement in Central America

8:00 PM

L.C.C. AUDITORIUM

Softball Tournament, Harbin Field, 2:30-4:30 pm.

Student vs. Faculty Softball GAme/Barbecue, Harbin Field, 3:30-6:0
0 pm.

Outdoor Dance, Harbin Field, 8:00 pm-12:30 am.
e Schubert Festival, Arts Connection, Gaston Hall, 8:00 pm,
$5, students $3.

* SEC Movie: A Clockwork Orange, LA6 Med-Dent, 7:30 pm, $2.50/$1
.50 w/ SES card.
* M&B: Sweet Charity, Trinity Theatre, 8:00 pm, $3.50.

SU
1

* WROX

690AM: Classical Music, 10:00 am-2:00 pm, 6:00 pm-8:00
pm.

Jazz, 2:00 pm-6:00 pm.
Wavebreaker— Nation's top 20 newwave
e Spring Festival: Blue Grass Festival, Harbin
Field Day Events, Harbin Field, 1:00-4:00
* Schubert Festival, Arts Connection, Gaston

tunes, 8:00 pm.
Field, 1:00-5:00 pm, rainsite, Hall of Nations.
pm.
Hall, 4:00 pm, $5, students $3.

e Student Senate Meeting, Healy 106, 8:00 pm.

MO
2

* Campus Ministry: Peace Issues Study Group, Healy 113,
3:00 pm.

TU
3

» Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel,
11:30-Noon.

Protestant Choir Rehearsal, Dahlgren Crypt, 5:00 pm.
Greek Orthodox Liturgy, Copley Crypt, 5:30 pm.
Formative Moments in Protestant Christian History, Healy 113, 7:00
pm.

Preparation for Sunday Liturgy, Healy 108, 7:00 pm.

* Economics Forum: “Information and Market Failure.” Steven Salop,
Copley Formal Lounge, 8:00
pm. Refreshments.

WE

Monday, May 2, 1983

* CAC Red Cross Blood Drive, New South Faculty Lounge, 10:30
am-2:30 pm.
* Spring Festival: Carnival and All Star Coffeehouse, Copley Lawn,
12:00-5:00 pm.

* Daily Morning Prayer, Copley Crypt, 9:30 am.
Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 4:30-5:00
pm.
Chapel Choir Rehearsal, Dahlgren Chapel, 7:00 pm.
Bible Study and Spiritual Growth Group, Healy 108, 7:00 pm.
Byzantine Liturgy, Copley Crypt, 7:30 pm.

4

e Intercultural Coffee Hour, SLL Conference Room, ICC 450,
4:00-5:15 pm.

Campus Ministry: Sacrament of Penance, Dahlgren Chapel, 12:45-1:15
pm.
* German Club Farewell Stammtisch, ISH Lounge, 4:30 pm.
x
* G.U. Christian Fellowship Meeting, Copley Crypt, 7:30-9:00 pm.
* G.U. Student Federal Credit Union Board of Directors Meeting, WGR
201B, 8:30 pm (Thursdays
through the summer.)

TH
5
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shoes sk sk
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Alpha Phi Omega Escort Service, Monday through Thursday nights, 10:00
pm — 12:00 am. B-02
Copley, 625-4658.

Georgetown Hotline: 625-4194, 625-6368.

SAXA Deadline: 5:00 pm on Monday prior to the Friday of publication.

Friday, April 29, 1983
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~ Editorials
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days to GRADUATION,

but

Will

NO GRADUATION SPEARER.

i+ be:

Founded Jan. 14, 1920

Questioning The Process

i

Spring means many things to many people.
If you're a member of the Student Government, spring becomes a time for planning.
Your fellow students have chosen people like
you to represent their interests, and to the
responsibility of appointing qualified people
to a number of representative posts. And, some
~ of your fellow SG associates have cast a shadow
on the entire process.
It's been put forward, often by the very
people involved, that “pork barrel” politics is
a standing tradition in America and should be
taken as a “given”. But we shouldn’t accept
that. The responsibility that is charged to our
representatives to give the most qualified applicant a position should be supreme. Not the
second best, or the next best, or even the best

from “the campaign”. Qualification should
mean more than “who you know”.
There are those who are questioning the

Casper/Harrison appointment structure as
being just that. The “old boy” network alleged
by some

in this instance causes even

more

problems if the issue of “qualification” vs.
“favoritism” is raised.
This year, one of the worst beleaguered SAC
organizations was the Lecture Fund. They have
been accused of being disorganized, disjointed,
of providing neither the depth nor the breadth
of speakers to campus and of having an overly
political point of view in their decisions. The
consensus was for an overhaul of the process.
A number of people applied to do just that.
~ They came to the interviews, the meetings.
And when the name of Mike Towle was nominated,

the question was raised whether Towle’s

ties to Casper/Harrison (he was their campaign manager) was overly influential in his
selection.
The Senate ratified Towle, but some of their
minds were on what appointment they might
get. Senator Todd Haskell went so far as to
strongly defend Towle’s decision as the most
qualified before the rest of the Senate. Casper
expressed his distress at “unfounded” accusa-

Election
In passing a revised set of election rules, the
Student Government has taken a major step
forward in its effort to end any remaining
doubts about its legitimacy. The new rules
clarify old vague ones, and add valuable new
provisions which should eliminate politics in
the appeals process.
“Credit for the new document should go to
the

Election

Reform

Task

Force,

a board

created by a resolution drawn up by Senator
Deroy Murdock. Chairman Mike Bento and
members Andy Kind, Tom McCarthy, AnnaLiza Brennan, Mike Towle, and ex-officio

(non-voting) Senator members Lynne Austin,
Cindy Tindell, and Murdock each studied
one-eighth of the old rules and recommended
changes, which were accepted or rejected by
ballot of the voting members.
The most sweeping change was the brainchild of Brennan, a veteran of two elections
commissions. Instead of letting the Senate have
final oversight over the Elections Commission
in cases of controversy, as has always previously been the case, the new rules create a
Faculty-Student Review Board which has final
approval and rejection rights over Election

tions during the appointment process of the
Lecture Fund. But these circumstances have
cast a shadow on Towle, on the Fund, and on

the process that will take more than a speech
or

two

to correct.

It’s unfortunate,

but

it’s

happened.
Another example cited is the Board of Directors of Students of Georgetown, Inc. (The
Corp). One of the Corp Board's problems over
Board, and the difficulty in consistency and
stable accession of leadership. The Board has

sophomore, were provided with that experience and that chance to keep the goals of the

the Corp Board, with no first hand experience.

And next spring, six new people will also have
to be found. But when critics learned that
Senator Kirk Nahra was on the Board, cries of

favoritism went up again.
The HOYA does not mean to criticize every

Casper/Harrison appointment. Many excellent appointments

were

made,

such

as Matt

Hogan at SAC and many others. And it’s too
early to say that Towle or Nahra won't do a
fine job for their respective posts. But when
people suspect that “friends and neighbors”
get an upper hand, and make those sentiments
known, we have to be concerned. Because the

success of an administration is its public confidence,

and

the

triangle

between

Casper,

Nahra, and Towle is unsettling to many people.
If the Senate, as it has the power to do, should
request that the entire process be examined, if

these

knows any emergency medical care.
Quick and effective emergency medical care could determine the difference

between

a quick recovery or a pro-

longed hospital stay, a return to normal
life or a permanent disability, even life

and

Charles

persons

Lamb.

Each

offered great

of

support

and valid criticism of the many aspects

of the GERMS proposal. I would also
like to thank the entire staff of the
Georgetown

Hospital Emergency

De-

partment for their extensive support in
development of the system and particularly in the attention they gave to

or death. The United States today has

helping train the present members. I
would also like to personally express

advanced

my

far in the field of on-scene

and in-hospital emergency care. The
days of the local undertaker swooping
in and rushing off with the patient are
fast disappearing. All municipal areas
now provide some form of Emergency

pride

and

thanks

to each

of the

members who took the 91 hour Emergency Medical Technician training
course. They have each proven their
dedication to every person on this

campus

and

each

something is done soon.

effective”,

“call census”,

and

“response time” to ‘defend’ theif systems. I founded the Georgetown Emergency
‘Response’ Medical
‘Service
(GERMS) to’ offer this: University a

choice that could significantly improve
the

Reform
tions. Now any election controversy will be
solved by an Election Commission free of
political pressure, and will be ratified if nec-

essary by a board consisting of two uninvolved
seniors and three faculty members.
Other beneficial changes include a definition
of campaign workers, a clarification of the time
period allowed for campaigning, an allowance

for future computerized balloting, a definition
for appeal of sanctions, and the

provision for future amendments of the rules.
Barring amendment, these rules will apply to
all future elections; this consistency is a vast

improvement over the old system of changing
the rules for every election.
The HOYA applauds everyone involved in
the project,

“only

available

system”.

service, and they follow all national

Commission results and minutes. No longer
will students be confronted by the sorry spectacle of Senators deciding on their own elec-

of grounds

present

The district of Columbia Fire Department does provide a good ambulance

from

Senator

Murdock

for his

Resolution, to President Casper for his wise
choice of Task Force members, to the members
themselves for their hard work and time, to
Anna-Liza Brennan for her brainstorm, and

finally to the entire Senate for recognizing the

need for improvements and ratifying them.

unless someone is specifically looking for it.
No roadsigns exist at all on that side of the
street.

guidelines in providing that service.
They have good personnel, equipment,
and training. The true problem lies in
the severe overuse of the available
system. Here at Georgetown University, this overuse has led to delays in
ambulance crews with easy access to
various locations about campus.

When I arrived at Georgetown University, I recognized an incongruity in

the fact that such a highly respected
Hospital existed within a few hundred

yards of numerous medical emergencies and yet care often took many
minutes to arrive. In high school I
had worked on a very unique organiza-

tion, Explorer Post 53— Emergency
Medical Services. This was a fully
certified emergency ambulance service
operated by a group of dedicated and
mature high school students. It became
apparent to me that such a group

could

be developed

at Georgetown.

Now, after three and one-half years of

efforts to start such a group, I am now
stepping

down

and

turning

over

the

operations of GERMS to five officers
duly elected from a group of over fifty
highly dedicated and well trained college students. These students have put
in many hours to be able to offer a
quality

medical

care

service

to

you

persons who use the Georgetown
campus.
Up until now, almost all of the major
decisions concerning the development
of GERMS were made only by myself.
From the start, I was met by Administration opinions of an admitted lack of

member.

of the turn does
parking” zone apwhich is often vi-

Instead,

violators

hard to arrange a quick check of the zone every

half-hour, and to widely advertise that this is
being done. Heck, a roadsign stating “THIS

turn is often a tight squeeze. Therefore, that
zone should be extended another ten feet or

ZONE CHECKED OFTEN” would serve to
discourage all but the most foolhardy motorists.

so. More important than that though is the

The G2 is a viable means of transportation
from the campus into “the world beyond the
gates”. Let's make that ride as punctual (and
safe) as possible.

other officers. Also, thank you to The
HOYA for the great press relations
and support in the past.
Robert Joseph Doherty

CAS "83
Founder and ex-President, GERMS

Moose Column No Taste

“To The Editor,

2uhing: Instead, the pious group ran a
disclaimer taking no responsibility for
from the dead—in one of the worst
the article. Well, then why was it run if
articles ever written in the Moose
noone wants to step forth and take
series. Someone out ‘there must like
responsibility for such poor journalism?
this stuff, because week after week the
This past week’s Moose column is
+; Last, week,

HLF
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aR nan

PE

Mr. Moose
TRUE
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A

Lie

ait
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came back

HOYA continues to fill up its pages
with the trash.
Who does the Arts Editor think he’s
kidding? Of course Features Editor
Jim Horan rejected the Moose’s column. If the rest of the Editorial Board

not art in any sense of the word. To
appear on the Arts page is sheer irony

in itself. Hopefully readers of the
HOYA won't be bothered with such
stupidity (as Mr. Moose) in the future.

had had any sense of good taste, they
too would have scrapped the whole

Skip Horne

SES '86

Walter Answers Viewpoint
To The Editor,
Mr. Tandor’s piece (4/22) is amusing,
and no doubt my last rabble-rousing
piece deserved an irreverent reply. it
probably did not deserve, however, an
irrelevant one. Not wanting my polemics or his drollery to obfuscate the
issue, I shall restate a few basic points.

a) Insofar as pacifists claim that evil
may inhere in material things such as.
bombs, they are materialistic; b) insofar as pacifists seek to prevent just so-

cieties from deterring or defending
against unjust aggression, they imply
an absolute equality between moral
principles; c) insofar as pacifists first
allow others to secure their freedom

and later refuse to defend it for the
sake of others, they are selfish.
Mr. Tandor is right that the cause of
most pacifism is “such notions as ethics,
metaphysics, Christ..." More specifically, though, its cause is usually
perveted notions of these things. The
great Christian C. S. Lewis reminded
us that whenever pacifism gains political control of a free society, that society will soon be submerged by regimes
intollerant of pacifism; “pacifism and
the ethis of surrender depend,” as one
Jesuit paraphrased Lewis, “on their
not being true.”
Scott Walter

CAS 85

To facilitate inclusion in Friday's HOYA,

Hap Arnold, Director of Emergency
Medical Education at the hospital, I

developed a plausible operations protocol and set out to recruit students to
support the system and train them to

a large

number

of students

provided me with the stimulus to keep
pushing for its acceptance by all.
Today, GERMS ‘is made up of 35
certified Emergency Medical Technicians and 16 more are due to take
their exams within the week. These
people trusted me to develop the program and I now entrust them with the

future direction of the entire GERMS
system.
I wish

to take

this opportunity

to

thank certain people for their support
and also to apologize for the harassment I may have given them: Dean
Stott, Dean Schuerman, Walter Cramer, Francis Rienzo, Doug Huffman,
Dr.

Esswein,

Denis

Kanach,

Samuel

letters are

due in our office no later than the previous Monday at 6

p-m., and Rostrums no later than 9 p.m. the previous
Sunday.

John Reagan, Editor-In-Chief
Don Bruckner, Managing Editor

tors and

Street, as often happens.

special

sent system. I now humbly step down
from the office of GERMS president.
Good luck to Steve Hunt and the

Instead of giving up, I chose to prove
to this University that such a system
could work. With the help of R. W.

and to do so involves as much

should be heavily ticketed. It shouldn’t be too

very

severe harm or injury due to the pre-

Board of Editors

operate it. The positive acceptance of
my proposal by a number of administra-

those of us waiting

of these

I

last two years prove to be as dedicated
and hard working as I have endeavored
to be. The future of the program is in
their control. I wish to ask that each
student, staff, and faculty member offer
their support for the organization. We
want to help, and the entire system
will be justified if only one life is saved
or only one person is spared more

quality medical care, but also doubts
that my proposed system could work.

But how can the drivers who knowingly
violate the zones be dealt with? Cars are towed
away from there fairly frequently, so little more
can be done in that regard. However, thereisa
limit to how often a tow truck can be called,
hassle as does

that each

other

“cost

backing the G2 bus all the way back to 36th

to be doubled in length, but it also needs to be

Browne,

There is something particularly
frightening about a crowd forming
around an injured person and no one

have defined “best qualified”, that should be a

border painted on the curb is not even apparent

20-foot no-parking zone across 37th, on the
inside of the turn. Not only does this zone need

To The Editor,

a number of students. Since nobody seems to

ments won't be groaning much longer unless

4
-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
GERMS Director Says Thanks

hope

start. Because the groanings about the appoint-

1d

Go Walt/

people who I have worked with in the

they think so. A number of them do, and so do

W

Cramer ?

however, those efforts fall short of the
true need of the area. Politicians and
Administrators tend to use terms like

The Metro's G2 bus constantly has trouble

olated. Even when the zone is not violated, the

Walt

Medical care to its population. Often,

marked more clearly. As it is now, the yellow

nuisance. For them, and for
for the G2.
The turn on the outside
have a clearly marked “no
proximately 105 feet long,

CHARACTER!

Two of last year’s Corp Board, a junior and a

Corp Board to continue. Unfortunately, they
won't be around next year. Six seniors will run

Favorite

CARTOON

and a knowledge of the system is important.

Georgetown has a problem with its buses.

requires bus drivers to turn, back up, turn,
back up, and turn again is that it is a definite

Your

a great deal of responsibility, and consistency

Bus Stop
turning the narrow corner at 37th and P Streets,
and it’s not the driver’s fault. It is a wonder
that a serious accident has not occurred there
in recent memory. Small cars could easily be
totaled, and innocent pedestrians might be
injured in the process. Aside from all that, the
least that can be said of a situation which often

Pick

the years has been the constant turnover of the
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Viewpoint
Kirk Nahra

|

It’s Time To Change The Federal Election Campaign Amendments
In

1974, in the wake

stem

of Watergate

and public outcry over the financing
of President Nixon's re-election campaign,

Congress

passed

the

1974

Fe-

deral Election Campaign
Amendments. These proposals amended the
1971 Campaign Act, and became the
primary law regarding the financing of
. federal elections in the United States.

However,

in

the

time

since

this

enactment, these laws have lost much

of their effectiveness in regulating
campaigns and allowing for equal access to the vote for all candidates.
While many of these inadequacies

from

the Supreme

Court's de-

cision in Buckley Vs. Valeo in 1976, it

is time for reform efforts to begin
again regarding our nation’s campaign
finance laws.
The 1971 and 1974 legislation, effected

virtually all candidates

for fe-

The acts imposed a $1,000 limit on
the contributions that an individual
could

contribute

to campaign,

and

a

$5,000 limit for PAC contributions.
Congress felt that these limits, combined with limits on total expenditures
for the candidates, would insure a fair

deral office. The major provisions of - and equal election system.
these acts imposed expenditure and
However, the Supreme Court shatcontribution limits, mandated stringent
tered (or at least disturbed) these
financial disclosure restrictions on the ° hopes, in their 1976 Buckley decision.
candidates and contributors, and creatIn this case, the Court upheld the
ed the Federal Election Commission
limits on contributions from individuals
to administer these Acts and oversee
the federal election process.

and PAC’S, as proper legislative measures to curb improper influence in

elections. As well, the Court upheld
the stringent disclosure and recordkeeping requirements, as serving a
“substantial governmental interest.”

However, the major impact of the
decision was the invalidation of the
spending limits for the candidates
themselves, as well as the rejection of

limits

on

independent

expenditure

groups. The Court also refused to
allow any limits on total expenditures

for a campaign

feeling that any re-

strictions in these areas would unconrights of freedom

of political expres-

notion of burnt offering, of consumby fire, which symbolizes that

nothing is fully pure but God alone,
that all life is from Him and rests in
His hands.
In this sense, holocaust is a religious
term in which the unblemished, the
most innocent are offered up precisely

to acknowledge that there is no other
source of real life but the divine
source.
* With the sacrifice of Isaac, we begin
to get intimations that the innocent

doning any deistential iact to defend
the actual innocent or weak under

religious and philosophical values to
an absolute state so that we might

direct attack, invites holocaust, or the

atrocities,

establishment of the worst regime, or
both, a problem as old and as as alive
as Plato.
Pacifism, indeed, is the point where

merely keep alive at any cost.
Paradoxically, this latter sort of
thinking is of absolutely no value when
it comes to confront the real holocausts

as the extermination

of the Kulaks by the Soviets, the
Armenians by the Turks, or the Cambodians by themselves are called
holocausts, wherein a positive policy
to

wipe

out

classes,

or

peoples,

or

races is put into effect. In theory, this
is almost always justified by locating
evil in a group’s very existence, not in
the personal will of individuals.
All of this should probably be kept
A
EI SI

the maximum

“morality”

verges

into

of contemporary history: If we implicitly teach that fear of death is the

the maximum “immorality.” The possibility of pacifism, as C. S. Lewis
wrote, depends upon the courage of
the non-pacifists; or, as Solzhenitsyn
told the students at Harvard, the lack

worst of evils, then there is no reason
to try, at the cost of death, to stop a
Hitler, since nothing greater than death
exists.

of

millions of
will not be
argues that
before the

“civic

courage”

invites

massive

If we

ignore

the

actual

deaths

of

pre-born human lives, we
helped by a philosophy that
nothing is worth defending
threat of possible death.

God

tyranny, hence Gulags.
Many things we are politically “free”
to talk about, even though we often
dare not speak of them. One of these,
much in the news, is the willingness,
“We lose our capacity to say that
ostensibly to prevent the supposed
particular life matters, when we say
holocaust of nuclear war, to open our
that nothing matters before threat
_ civilization to an absolute tyranny on
of death.”
the grounds that nothing is worse than

suffering in

massive human destruction. Here, fear

we can

Christ innocently, of the bloody and

of death ¢an become a tool to establish

killing our pre-born kind and stop the

the worst state without

slaughter of races, religions, or peoples

victim could be human. From there it
was but a short step to the idea that a
whole people could be victims.
Furthermore, when we think of the
crucifixion of Christ, on the surface a

political act of execution, we confront
the reality of the man-God, the nature
of evil among us causing this to happen.

The

notions

of

the

Lamb

sacrified for sins, of God

of

unbloody Sacrifice, thus, take on vast

new overtones.
Today, it seems, some three kinds
of ‘holocaust’ can be distinguished,
each describing
destruction of the
sometimes even
sense, holocaust

a wanton, massive
innocent, the weak,
the strong. In this
has come to mean

both a defiance of God's law about
life— He is the God of the living—and
a reminder that life is always sacrificed
into His hands.
These usages are: 1) that which

refers to the Nazi policy against the
deformed

and

retarded,

Jews and

Poles, wherein

against

the

the victims

were considered as a ‘guilty collectivity,

2) the threatened dropping of nuclear
weapons on cities, and 3) the destruc-

i
,
distinct from the idea of war, which
usually has a connotation of just
punishment or legitimate self-defense.
The basic principle of upholding the
value of human life against its attackers
is implicit in war theory and often in
practice. However imperfectly, war
and holocaust are, at bottom, both
rooted in the principle of life’s dignity.
For most people, the notion that .a
war should not have been fought to
stop, say, a Hitler's holocaust is itself

immoral, because we are not humanly
free to do nothing before the slaughter
of our kind.
.
In this sense, war is nearer to the
principle of life and its growth than
uncritical pacifism, which, by aban-

the necessity

to fight at all.
If we convince our enemy that because of scruple, we will in fact not
provide adequate means to defend our-

We

cannot, in other words,

properly

think of human life until we recognize
that it is not worth living at any cost.
Once we understand the teaching

about life and eternal life, that even
violent death is not the worst evil, then
affirm why

we ought

to stop

for ideological political theories.

enemy to build and threaten precisely

What is not
built upon the
matters except
The holocaust
millions of tiny

worth living is a life
premise that nothing
merely staying alive.
of abortion says that
lives do not matter.

what it takes to activate the scruple.

The

of the Jews

The current wave of pacifism in the
name of threatened holocaust has, if

Armenians

selves, we implicitly

The

1980

teach

this same

"successful, the effect of guaranteeing

“unlimited tyranny. This
be God's will. God thus
the opposite of classical
What this is, actually,

is then said to
is said to will
right order.
in the history |

holocaust

and

and the Cambodians

the
says

that these people do not matter.
Nuclear pacifism says with Hobbes
that nothing matters except continued

existence before the contrived threat
of violent death. We lose our capacity
to say that particular life matters, when

demonstrate
the
unprecendented
growth in campaign spending, which
effectively prevents many unwealthy

new sources of energy are being found

should not make us ignore the potential
disaster we face if something is not

Body). She argued against its unethical
and potentially dangerous effects on

done soon.

future.
As to her thesis that people should
“change the way they think,” in order
to effect behavioral change, all I can
recommend is that one should examine
human

1980

nature carefully.

A wholesale

Up to this point, I agree with Miss
change in human nature from conflict
Enoch wholeheartedly. Now we go
and competition to total cooperation
“hoarding” of the world’s natural reour separate ways: she seems to be
is, I suggest, improbable. At any rate;
sources, and the protection afforded
opposed to progress itself where she
such a change could not take place
overnight; it would, like the human
this supposed crime by the “governasks “do students here question the
ment-military alliance.” The following
notion of modern progress and its cost . specie itself, have to slowly evolve
commentary is in response to her
to future generations?” I wonder if she
from its present state of social inderealizes the potential benefits. She
pendence to one of cultural dependinvitation for debate; I will concentrate
my efforts on the economic and strasuggests we “simplify our lifestyles;”
tegic questions, while attempting to
this is an ambiguous idea at best. Does
avoid any specific political tack.
she advocate a social policy of reMiss Enoch makes a number of very
trenchment for the U.S. in a world
valid points, especially with regard to
whose science, technology and culture
depletion of the world’s natural reis advancing daily? Or does she advocate a similar policy for the entire
source base, although she points a
perhaps sickle-curved finger at the U.S.
world? If the former is the case, then I
alone. (Sorry, I couldn't resist.) The
suggest she leave Georgetown and join
Did you ever think of joining Mask
and Bauble? Did you see Sweet Charifollowing facts from Lester Brown's
some orthodox Amish society. If the
latter is the case, I will leave a disty? How about George Will or Philip
The Twenty-Ninth Day help support
her thesis that the world’s resources
Berrigan? Have you worked at a soup
cussion on world government for some
are indeed being drastically depleted
kitchen? How about Cabaret? Casino
later hivekeeper.
with the rise of mass-industrialization.
I propose exactly the opposite. Even
Nite? College Democrats? College ReIn agriculture, the most important of
publicans? Have you ever written a
though many advances in science and
letter to the editor?
all resource fields, deforestation, overindustry ‘have created ills we see today: overpopulation (from medical
grazing, and overplowing have already
Every year there has to be some fool
contributed to world food shortages,
advances), the nuclear threat, air ‘and
who writes an editorial on student
especially in underdeveloped, overapathy. Well, this year I decided to
water pollution, etc., they have created
populated areas as the environment’s
a world society that is far more adtake on this ignoble task. As this school
“carrying capacity” has dwindled; witvanced (even in the poorest nations)
year winds to a close I am sure there
ness the famines in sub-Saharan Africa
than has ever before existed. By “adare many graduating seniors lamenting
and India. Even in our own country,
vanced” I am referring to the overall
to themselves, “I wish I was more
food prices have skyrocketed since
living standard, health care, education,
involved” or the ever-famous “if I could
the late 1960's, as a result of increased - and opportunity that most people enonly do it again I would...”
joy. On the balance between the probcosts of production and distribution.
But for those of us who will be
In energy, world oil reserves are exlems and the advantages of progress, I
returning next year, there is a chance
pected to last at least fifteen years
figure the scale, on the whole, tilts
to cure ourselves of the evil symptoms
towards the latter.
from now (at 7% annual growth rate—
of lethargy and inertia. It is so much
easier to take a nap than to make the
probably too high a percentage given
Thus I see that, despite the probrecent trends). Global output of goods
lems which it creates, progress in the
and services has, since World War II,
form of science and political and ecoalmost tripled. Human demand for
nomic cooperation is the best solution
resources is closely linked to the expoto the problems we face. Applications
of progress can already be seen in the
nential rise in population, which now
ANEAST we've
numbers around 4.5 billion people. By
development of unending sources of
FORED THE Concer
the year 2000, there will be almost
energy (fusion and solar power), agriOFF
\cCoPleM Aww
seven billion people on this planet.
cultural advances (Asia's “Green RevBrown calls population “a doubleolution”), medical and health care with

our global economic and ecological
situation
— specifically the “raping” and

a

median

level

of

Some evidence indicates that a top
level of spending may have been reached. The marginal efficiency of campaign spending may begin to decrease
beyond these levels, as the public
responds
negatively
to exorbitant
spending.
For
‘example,
in
1980,
NCPLAC played a prominent role in :
the defeat of several liberal Senators,
and it looked to a future conservative

majority in the House as well as the
‘Senate. However, in 1982, extensive
NCPAC spending infuriated the voters
in several areas and allowed Senators
such as Paul Sarbanes of Maryland to
achieve impressive electoral victories =

48%, to a median level of $214,767. At

in areas where they were once thought
vulnerable.

the same time, the 1982 Senate competitors spend 69% more than they

Similarly, extensive spending by the
continued on page 6

Chris Van Meter

On Nuclear Defense Policy
Everyone addressing the current nu-

clear defense issues has at least one
very important characteristic in common; namely, a love for America—her

land, people, democratic government
and liberties. Neither side—liberal or
conservative—should be accusing the
other of trying to destroy anything,
because such accusations only serve
to obscure and make secondary this
extremely serious issue. From this
common ground, then, we can see that

the difference between liberal and
conservative is a difference of method,
not of goal. The question we now have

to answer
Which

honestly

for ourselves

is:

If we have an appliance, say an
electric lamp, that doesn’t turn on 9
times out of ten, or even just half of
the times that we hit the switch, we
would say the lamp is broken; it doesn’t
work. Deterrance is the same way. It
may work in isolated instances, but on
the whole it is a flawed method of
defense; it doesn’t work.
The failure of deterrence is inherent
given its fundamental ideas. It is based
on mutual fear— mutual terror if we
look at the word in its Latin context.
What is it that people do when they
are afraid? First, they make what they

are

afraid

of into

would you consider yourself free? You Yi
probably wouldn't tolerate such a condition for very long, yet this is precisely

the situation we find ourselves in today
with nuclear deterrence. Without miissiles pointed at each other, destruction
is literally only minutes away. This
brings up another point: deterrence,

by its nature, abridges the freedom we
value. America has the most freedom

in the world, yes, but deterrence has
us shackled to its futile race.
One of the ideas of nuclear deterrence is to have so many warheads so
as to be able to destroy the other side
after withstanding a first attack, thus

making a first attack so costly to the

method is better?

something

more

horrible than it really is. Second, it is

tele 'thdt 'd' person will not attack
‘another who is stronger— that would

other side that they would never launch
one. The problem with this is that we
simply do not know how many bombs
and missiles are enough. The costs to

society for this ever-growing spiral of
arms production is large. And a spiral
is what it is—something that could
potentially go out of control.
The ideas of deterrence, then, are
outmoded for our advanced world. In
the past, when deterrence failed, it

was relatively easy to rebuild. For us,
the stakes are too high, To say that
people would survive a nuclear war is
to forget that civilization as we know it
would be destroyed. It is also to forget

the millions of dead, the millions of

constant fear continue indefinitely?
Any serious study of history and man

with

no

will say more often than not, the an-

okay if it failed to work only once in

hope of survival for mankind. Rather,
I believe we, as a nation and as a
world, must be bold, swallow our pride

swer is no. Something will happen—
fearful men do desperate things. No
one wants to live in fear. Thus, men,
as they have always done, will take
steps to eliminate their fear. In the
case of nuclear deterrence, eliminating
their fear could very well mean eliminating the arms, legs, and skin off of
many individuals.
If you were in the crosshairs of a
high-powered rifle 24 hours a day,

100 years. However, if deterrence fails
just once (which, given the past, we
should be afraid it will), the consequences are unimaginably destructive.
Deterrence is obviously not an effective method to prevent terrible destruction. We need another strategy to
preserve the things we value.

be foolish. We would have far less
conflict if the story just stopped there,

but there is more. A weaker person

to make

(with focus on the Georgetown Student

amply

will employ many methods to make
himself stronger because no one wants
to live in fear. The weaker will try to
purchase more and bigger weapons. If
he cannot make himself stronger, the
weaker will hide in ambush
— anything

Progress Is The Best Solution
on the success/power ethic in the U.S.

races

to

ence.
No, Miss Enoch, I cannot sympathize

\

nations are experiencing zero or nearzero population growth rates, and that

1982

had in 1980,
$1,746,230.

twisted, mangled, charred bodies. It is
gross to think about, but it. is in these
real and not abstract terms that we
need to understand the problem.
I am not examining the morality of a
nuclear deterrent force, because such |
debate can become removed from the
issue at hand. What I have done is
examined deterrence as a workable
method, and it is plain that deterrence
has too many inherent weaknesses to
be a reliable strategy towards attaining
the goal of preserving America. In the
case of the electric lamp, it would be

..of thought,is rather, Hobbes, who built | we say ‘that nothing’ matters before
threat of ‘death:
.
his system on the proposition that fear
Fr. Schall, S.J. is an Associate Pr ison
of violent death was the worst evil, so
of Government.
that before it, we have to yield all

Edgar Hollandsworth

In the April 22 edition of The HOYA,
Sally: Enoch published her viewpoint

and

to 1982, the cost of House races jumped

tion of human life in its first stages by
abortion or in its last by euthanasia.
Analogously, other similar political
such

significant role in numerous races, and
candidates have begun to spend their
personal fortunes in dramatically increasing amounts. In order for the
average candidate to have an equal
chance at electoral victory and for the
public to keep any sort of confidence
in our electoral system, these problems must be remedied.

candidates from the race. From

Thinking About Human Life
mation

dent expenditure groups have played a

stitutionally violate First Amendment

James Schall, S.J.

Behind the term ‘holocaust’ lies the

sion.
Since this decision, campaign spending has risen astronomically, indepen-

your

prescription.

It

holds

and prejudices, and get on with creating and organizing a world in which
human survival and prosperity stand a

chance of succeeding.
C'mon world, let's go for it!
Edgar M. Hollandsworth is a freshman in the School of Foreign Service.

himself

stronger.

Can ‘this

Chris Van Meter is a sophomore in
the School of Foreign Service.

Lou Chios

I Dare You To Read This
effort

to go

to an

International

Re-

lations Club meeting or a lecture in
ICC. For many, time would be better
spent on their studies than to “waste

time” organizing lectures for the lecture fund.
But with a little effort—yes, just a
little effort— the apathy can be cured.
It requires a change in attitude and a
willingness

to

act.

Here

is my

pre-

scription in six easy steps:
STEP

1: You must realize that you

are apathetic and that you are not
alone. This realization is half the battle.
STEP 2: You must realize that this
apathy is curable. During the summer,
look into the mirror and say to yourself,

“I will become more active. I must
become more active.”
STEP 3: When you come back to
Georgetown in September or even by
the end of this year (for those in the

advanced level), begin slowly by taking
in a lecture or two or attending a club

meeting. (Be careful. Don’t try to do
too many things too fast, otherwise
you'll cause severe reactions.)
STEP 4: Go to the Student Activities
Fair in early September and actually
join a club. (One must be especially
careful. Some people often experience
“Freshman Disease” which is signing
up for 40 different clubs and organiza-

tions at the fair.) Only join a club
which truly interests you.
STEP

5: Attend more than the first

meeting. Join a club committee. Help
organize a party. Make sure that more
than 10% of the goals the club sets
forth at the beginning of the year are
realized.

ships

are

made

when

people

work

together and there is usually much fun
along with the hard work. And besides,
ten or twenty years along the road this |
is what you'll remember about Georgetown, not the material for your history
test tomorrow morning. Sound exciting? Well, if you're the typical
Georgetown student you'll probably
laugh a little after you read my article
(that’s assuming that you read this
stupid thing in the first place), open up
your econ book and continue being

apathetic

to what

is around

you.

I

hope that maybe just a few of you will
think about my cure-all to this placating disease.

STEP 6: Maybe run for a position of
authority or leadership.

The rewards can be endless—friend-

Lou Chios is a sophomore
College of Arts and Sciences.

in the
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edged sword” as it “increases demands

family planning, and numerous

and reduces supplies.” This adds yet
another dimension to the problem as

national agencies for relief of hunger

international markets fall prey to rampant inflation caused by resource short- .

church, governmental foreign aid, etc.).
Big business and government may not
be the villains many bleeding-heart
liberals (oops-sorry again) make them

ages. International tensions and struggles could erupt, as nations participate
n “the

tragedy

of the commons,”

term signifying the competition for the
world’s unclaimed and undiscovered

the world go? To global depression or
anarchy, no doubt! Their role should

:
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Viewpoint
couple of buddies were out standing
guard—or lying guard you might say.
There was this fence, you see, through
which the terrorists would infiltrate.

Tatiana Volcova

Onions, Israel, And Heroes
I met

Israel

at one

he was

however, he got bullets in his chest
and arm for an answer. It cost him a
month and a half in the hospital, but if
he had not given the alarm, the Crossing might have occurred earlier.
The day he was out of the hospital,
he was transferred to the Golan. There
he was wounded again, in the head
this time. “I guess 1 was like your
President, I forgot to duck!” As soon
as he had finished to three years, he
enrolled in military flight school. “What
else was there for a failed onion delivery-boy to do? I just chickened out—
didn’t want to cry anymore.” The day
he recieved his commission was, “the
proudest in my life. From then on, I've
felt I have a mission. I can actually
make a difference.” In fact, he is

“Obviously,

surprised at what he perceives to be

or not didn't

American students’ lack of respect for
their military men and women. “I just
can’t believe some of the stuff I hear,
just walking around in Healy Basement.’ Take El Salvador, for example.
Some of these guys sound like they
think the military wants to invent a
war there just for fun. Don’t they
realize that no soldier ever wants a
war? After all, don’t we pay the most
for them —we die in them?”
For his age, he has the highest
number of airplanes downed to his
credit. Once he had to eject over the
Golan and crawl to safety with two
broken legs. I asked him if after a few
hours of dragging himself ‘on his hands
and knees he had not wished he were
back on the cargo ship. “No way, I'd
promised myself I'd never cry again!”
After a year in one of the Washington
area universities, studying political sci-

of

those

GU

Graduate Student Happy Hours, which
every Friday afternoon combine free
beer with some of the most interesting

people on campus. The clamor of
joyous Hoyas celebrating the weekend overwhelmed a shy person like
him and he never came back, but that

day I made a friend.
He must have been
cially

homesick

feeling espe-

because

he

started

telling me all about himself. Beginning
at age fifteen, he had worked the

summers as a deck hand on a cargo
ship. His first assignment had been
delivering onions to Savannah, Ga. “I
loved the US, but I never cried so
much in my life! And the smell wasn’t

so hot either!” At eighteen,
drafted

for

three

the question

years.

of going

cross my mind. I mean it didn’t exist. |

couldn't believe it when some of the
students here went out protesting draft

registration. Who the hell do they
think is going to die for them if they're
not willing to do it themselves?” It was
during the War of Attrition and he was
sent

to the

“during

Suez.

the day

“We

and

had

stand

to sleep

guard

at

night. It was so hot and the sun was so

bright that it took me a month to get used to it. But I did—once I was tired
out enough.” One night he heard the

sound of splashing. Crawling to -the
water's edge he fired at random across
the Canal. “We used to do it all the
time, us and the other guys. Firing like
that at each other into the dark. It was
kind of eerie but it was just mostly to
make sure we were all
‘people really got hurt.”

there. Few
That time,

ence, he is eager to go home.

“I love

the US—there’s no better country in
the whole world—except one!”
I must admit to have a heroworshipping strain in me, and over
time I have not hidden from him my
admiration for him. His usual reaction
was to blush and hastily change the
subject. But one evening I must have
really gotten under his skin because he
actually blew up at me.
‘
“I really wish you'd stop all this
‘self-sacrifice’ business, etc. I'm not a
hero, not a martyr. I'm just a guy in a
little country doing his best to survive.
Hell, I bet every Georgetown student
in the same circumstances would act
exactly the same way.”
“Well, not exactly...”
2
“Sure, exactly. I tell you I'm just like
everyone else, Jike the Americans, the
Russians, the Nigerians... Hell, even

like them ...”
“What
Who,

do

you

mean,

like

them?

them?”

“Forget it, I don’t know. It's just
something I've never figured out. I

mean, everything else in my life has
always been so simple, like a straight

arrow. It was just the weirdest thing
“Tell

me

, please

tell me!

What

guy again. To this day, I don’t know if
he was Syrian or Palestinian or what. |

where they were coming in. It was on

don’t know

this little hill. I was lying right at the

I'm glad I know

yards
“had a
it was
I was

went

that little piece of metal and I would
live. And then— the most goddam thing
happened.”

“What happened!?”
“Well, you

hg

can

believe

me

ence of Foreign Service program
the School of Foreign Service.

Federal Election

or not,

sometimes I don’t believe me, myself
—but I just couldn’t do it. I mean, I
had killed people before, and I have
since. It wasn’t that. . . It was just that
he was so close . . . I swear I could see
his eyes, watching me... He looked
like kind of a nice guy... And then I
knew he would just have to throw that
grenade—because I sure as hell was
never going to pull that trigger on

him.”

continued from page 5

He

said to me

English, it was our only common

(in
lan-

guage) ‘My name is Mohammed.”
“And you?”
“I said, ‘My name is Israel.”
“And then?”
“Nothing. He just turned around
and went back into the hole. It was the

performance in office, and a demoralizing effect on the public. For the wealthy challenger, money is no problem,
as he may spend as much of his
personal fortune as his ambition will
allow.

However, it is the unwealthy challenger who faces the most problems in
raising funds. Few PACs will donate to

other hand, New Jersey Democrat
Frank Lautenberg spent almost $4 million of his own money in a successful
defeat of popular Congresswoman Mil-

an unproven candidate; few individuals

dividuals, which has a demeaning effect

thing happened.

got even crazier. We
like that a full minmy stomach at the
with my machinegun
in the fog with his

(rend}

Dayton went down to defeat. On the

never figured it out. I've never discussed it with anybody—in fact, I

licent Fenwick.
At this point, all the evidence is not
in regarding the effects of money on

support

from

PACs

and

private

in-

will throw away money on a candidate
who is likely to lose. In order to raise

sufficienct funds, the candidate must
spend precious time in search of the
elusive dollar, while important cam-

paign functions remain undone.
The

challenges

system that will allow
paigning, yet will also
lengers an equal acces
funds. As well, perhaps
tantly, we must appease

—Richard Schickel, TIME MAGAZINE

.

“Charming, tender, and funny.”
—David Denby, NEW YORK MAGAZINE

who

low turnout

SJUMMEL....
soviet union

lr

We offer young people: general “get acquainted’ tours ® studytours of socialism in practice ® peace seminars ® farm tours ® rail
fours ® sports tours ® Russian language study-tours ® folk dance
study-tours ® the Moscow International Marathon — all featuring
meetings and personal contact with Soviet youths.
Prices begin at an incredibly low $1450, all-inclusive from/to
New York.
Write for Brochure

voices of the future
250 West 57th Street. Suite 1428. New York. N.Y. 10107
(212) 245-7501 or Out-of-State (800)-223-1336

student entertainment commission
PRESENTS

Starring Dudley Moore, Liza Minnelli, John Gielgud; Directed by Steve Gordon:

Saturday, April 30

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A DOUBLE PLAY PRODUCTION BABY IT'S YOU- ROSANNA ARQUETTE
VINCENT SPANO - SCREENPLAY BY JOHN SAYLES - PRODUCED BY AMY ROBINSON AND GRIFFIN DUNNE

R ppm.
= DIRECTED BY JOHN SAYLES"

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE, 88.
All Rights Reserved. * A

NOW SHOWING AT THIS THEATRE
:

KB CERBERUS

3040 M St., NW

1981

Sunday, May 1

= f=
MONIC
8:00 pm, Reiss 103
$2.50/$1.50 w/SES

our

political

strong campermit chalto campaign
most importhe public,

in recent elections

indicate a lack of faith in a system that
appears dominated by wealth and special interest money.
Kirk Nahra is a junior in the College
of Arts and Sciences.

More tours, better tours than ever

!

for

finance system are clear. We need a

begin June 26

i

in

on the official, a negative effect on his

candidates from their personal wealth
' has had only mixed success in recent
years. In 1982, Senatorial candidate,
Mark Dayton spent almost $7 million
in an attempt to unseat Minnesota
Republican Dave Durenberger. However,
although
Durenberger
was
thought a likely candidate for removal,

craziest thing. Absurd. Ridiculous. I've

“Off-the-shoulder comedy.”

year

the

Proximire might disagree, money is an
essential feature of a campaign. And,
if spent wisely, it is difficult to abuse
campaign spending to such an extent
that it backfires.
However, it is apparent that our
campaigns have become dominated
by money. For incumbents, especially
in the House, fundraising becomes
almost a full job, as they must find

“Sensitive, interesting, and very real.”

fad

finger on

couple of fools. And then, the damnest

—Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

HE

my

trigger. All I had to do was just push

you couldn’t see past your nose. . . and
the dew ...it was so cold it felt like
just as many pinpircks. Me and a

to

second

It was just a question of who

first. I had

elections. Certainly, although Senator

more

a

terrorist. And he
hand. I knew then
of seconds. Either
his head off or he

grenade—staring at each other like a

you see...” And

“Evocative and funny.”

ig

above me—a
grenade in his
only a matter
going to blow

... There was this swirling fog so that

the Golan,

himself than to me, he began telling

is

was going to splatter me all over the
Golan.

- ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Franklin, KNXT-TV

is Moham-

Volcova

I don’t know where it came from, but
it lighted up the hill—and 1 saw up
there, right in front of the hole, a few

P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

—Gary

his name

Tatiana

graduate student in the Master of Sci-

bottom of it, with my buddies a little
way behind. That night, we were going
to have a little surprise for them. It
seemed like ages, lying there with my
machinegun ready in the dark. And
suddenly, a flare went up. To this day,

medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,

N

if he is still alive... But

the story. “It was one of those nights
... like they only have on the Golan

“Forget it—I don’t know. It was on

med. And I'm glad he knows my name
is Israel.”

things that happen... I never saw the

We'd found a hole in it, so we knew

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our

:

about it. It’s just one of those insane

“And then!?”
“Well then—it
must have stayed
ute, me flat on
bottom of the hill
and him on top

happened?”

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.

| |

wonder why the hell I'm telling you
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TURN YOURLOSS INTO AiW/p; |
~ WE HAVE ROOMS AND APARTMENTS THAT OFFER:
RATES COMPARABLE TO THE DORMS (INCLUDING UTILIDES)
9 MONTH LEASES (WITH SUMMER OPTION)
CLOSE TO G.U. CAMPUS
SERVICE BY G.U.T.S. AND METROBUS
85% STUDENT OCCUPIED
3 PAID G.U. STUDENT PROGRAM ASSISTANTS
RESIDENT MANAGER IS A G.U. STUDENT
RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF MEMBER IN RESIDENCE
STUDENT ACTIVITY ROOM
PARKING AVAILABLE
ALL STUDENT SERVICES TAILORED TO G.U. STUDENTS
TRAVEL AGENCY, RESTAURANT, BEAUTY SALON
ALBAN ANNEX, ALBAN TOWERS CAFE
Sound like what your are looking for?
Then come by and check us out.
The Management Office is located
in Room 5 of Alban Towers
Office Hours: 9-5 Mon-Fri.

(phone 625-6017).

ALBAN

TOWERS
(CORNER OF WISC. & MASS

AVE)
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Mr. Moose Predicts a Mr. T Victoryin 1934

will easily blow out the former V.P.
for a second term.”

dential candidate will be of the Reagan
mold —all show and no substance. The
Georgetown
Wisconsin & K Sts. NW
333-2897

GREAT

Democrats, I believe, will come to this
unavoidable
cordingly.

LIVE

act

ac-

!

June 27, 1983: National Press Club,

who they are. I'll go to their house. I'll

Washington, D.C. Mr. T announces
his intention to run for the Democratic

safe, and

President

T.

Forget

Fritz

Mondale.

He’s a wimp. Forget John Glenn. He's
a wimp. Forget ‘em all. I pity the fool
who don’t vote for me. I'll find out

THE EARLY

EVERY WEEKEND!
free adm. 7:30-9:00 PM
Tues., May 3, 9 PM

KEANE

and

With this in mind, here's my scenario
for the upcoming 1984 Presidential

ROCK & ROLL

TOMMY

conclusion

leadership

comes to a surprising decision.
“There was only one man who we
felt fit the bill,” said Chicago Mayor
Harold Washington. “That man is Mr.

presidential nomination.
“My name is Mr. T. Soon, I will be

the

Thurs., May 5, 8 & 11 PM

DAVID BROMBERG
BAND REUNION TOUR

* Opportunity to make

THE PLASMATICS
“

ROCK

OTHER

me, Mr. T, or I'll kill you.”

trials both Mondale and Glenn.

Tues., May 10, 9 PM

A

THE 1983
CARMINE APPICE
DRUM BATTLE TOUR
Tickets at Ticketron &
The Bayou Nightly

EAL

GEaTeR

I want
money.

to be the
Send it to

and New Hampshire.

Democrats.’

The Ytalian STORE
A GOURMET

3123

Lee

Highway

Arlington,

DELICATESSEN

Virginia

(703)

22201

528-6266

and

bouncer

nomination

June, 1984: The Democratic National
Convention. Despite T's easy sweep
through the primaries, he is still weak
in the South, an area he desperately
win the election. T picks Alabama
Governor George Wallace as his running mate.

! T/Wallace is hailed as a dream ticket. T appeals to blacks, blue collar,
law and order Democrats, and television addicts. Wallace appeals to white
Southerners and conservatives. Liberals aren’t happy. They try to draft

Ted Kennedy at the convention, but
the astute Kennedy refuses after receiving a personally delivered threat

from

an

(Philadelphia Style) SUBS
and
ITALIAN GOURMET GROCERIES

enraged

T.

Faced

A Full Selection

We are now seeking

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

responsible students to Employ as:
Sandwich Makers and Counter Help

244-1456

Full Time/Part Time

}

Flexible Hours with Training Included

Washington, D.C. 20008

Call: Bob or Mike after 2:00 P.M. at 528-6266

Come

air it out

with us
Saturday, 2:00 pm
|

Coffeehouse

ATTENTION
BSN CLASS OF
‘83
The
Air
Force
has
a
special
program
for
BSNs.
If selected,
you
can
enter
active
duty
soon
after
graduation
-- without
waiting
for
the
results
of your
State Boards.
To qualify
you
must
have
an
overall 3.0 GPA.
After
commissioning,
you'll
attend
a
fivemonth
internship
at
a
major
Air Force facility.
It's an excellent
way
to
prepare
for
the
wide
range
of
experiences

you'll

have

Force
For

as

an

TR TE TRAE

Sgt. Jim Warren

Express would like to offer you the American Express’ Card.
What are we?
Crazy!
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the
American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are—and they'll help out.
Of course, the Card also helps you

establish your credit history. And it's great

for restaurants and shopping right at home.

ATTENTION!
STUDENTS& FACULTY

Prevent

Transmission
fle

$11.45
B®
@
®
H

So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your

college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.

Road test
Remove pan
Visual inspection
Clean sump &
screen*

The American Express Card. Don’t leave
school without it.”

1931

Look for an application on campus.

14th St. BW.

Washington D.C.
CALL: 328-8338

$50FF
© American Express Company, 1952

Any internal Cottman transmission repair
Limit one coupon per customer ( Must be
presented at time of sale.)
LIMIT ONE

this

COUPON

==

PER CUSTOMER

location
with

ETT

TREE

981-3153

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American

rr

a

Air

nurse
officer.
more
information,

contact:

TE

with

9:

Located Five: (5) Minutes
From the Key Bridge in Arlington

Wacko.
“Travel Service Offices of American Express Company, ies subsidiaries, ind Representatives

locked

President Reagan easily regains the
Republican Party nomination.

continued on page

4201 Connecticut Ave, NW.

SPECALITS SE 108

the

up.

ITALIAN

up missed

bodyguard

has

needs to at least split with Reagan to

organization and starts stumping Iowa

AVAILABLE

Fr

ripping

The commercial is very successful.
T capitalizes on his macho image in
the relm of foreign policy and crime,
thus striking a cord among New Deal

lessons.
* Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated ty researchers expert in their field.
* Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 100 centers.

COURSES

of T

in a June 24 Gallup poll, although he

re

GRE-PSYCH & BIO MAT « PCAT >» OCAT = VAT = TOEFL
MSKP « NMB - VQE « ECFMG + FLEX « NDB + RN BDS
SSAT = PSAT « SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING

ANGEL

a shot

the head off of a Ronald Reagan doll.
“Hi, I'm Mr. T.
President. 1 need

Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1983 Exams

DAY

:

former

virtually

rg

MOTHER'S

PM

for

issues, and no political experiT runs ahead of candidates

Join our “Early Bird” and
Sun., May 8,8 & 11

alive, vote

appeal for campaign
one-minute commertime in all the major

Hart, Hollings, Cranston, and Askew

MCAT.LSAT-GMAT
SAT-ACT-DAT-GRE-CPA
+ Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
* Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
* Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
e Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

and

Despite no specific stands on any
major
ence,

45th
Year

NUVO BLIND
Get in free with college 1.D.!
Cheap beer & pizza prices!

happy,

me, Mr. T. Thank you.”

Summer, Fall 1983: With help of black
political leaders, T builds his campaign

PREPARE FOR

BOOT CAMP

In a desperate
funds, T runs a
cial during prime
TV markets.
It opens with

rip their limbs off. If you want to be

and

Wed., May 4, 9 PM

in Iowa and New

ity or money to continue. T clobbers
Mondale in’ Illinois, Wisconsin, New
York, and Michigan. By California,

GROUP

LOST TROPICS

to Mondale

Hampshire. The rest of the field
quickly thins out, lacking the popular-

RC

ok

Winter, Spring 1984: T scores a close
second

yp

destructs or James Watt cancels any
more rock concerts, President Reagan

black

legs off. Rape? You figure it out.”
~ T shoots up through the polls.

my

nomination. Unless the economy self-

After several days of discussion and

the

neither. Robbery? We'll rip their arms
off. Murder? We'll rip their arms and

Lh

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young.
negotiation,

PRESIDENT

Ry

Democratic

FOR

major black office holders has both
high name recognition and a respectable standing in opinion polls.
“We need a person that can appeal
to both blacks and whites,” concludes

gonna be none of
be no more prisons

en

the

of the

tm

take

None

phe

to

person.

=

field

any. one

bare hands.”
“Crime? Ain't
that. Ain't gonna

eye

tell us, “will walk away from a mediocre

to serve. With this in mind, it just
doesn’t make sense to favor any of the
current Democratic candidates. None
of them can compete with Ronald
Reagan—a man with the intelligence
of a toaster oven who nonetheless can
read his lines and project a “Presidential image.”
In the future, the successful presi-

upon

T. I'll kill him. I'll kill ’em all. Nuclear
weapons? Won't need ‘em. I'll use my

rs

you'd think the 1984 elections were
already decided. “Fritz Mondale,” they

on recent elections. Good looks,
speaking ability, and charisma are
more important than issues or ability

cratic nomination. They agree upon
the need for one such candidacy to
unite behind, but they can’t decide

Ey

breaks away from his pre-occupation
with high-charged, nonemotional sex
to discuss the upcoming 1984 Presidential Elections.
~ Listening to the political experts,

MI

black

this

only
ad

BR

Moose

a

ee

the

supporting

oa

however,

discuss

TR

Today,

to

presidential candidate for the Demo-

ee.

Healy.

cago

“The Russians? They're a bunch of
commie wimps. Yuri Andropov? I pity
the sucker to fool with me, President

eer

women, Roman Catholics, and Father

Election:

June 1983: Black leaders meet in Chi-

ea

Editor's Note: Mr. Moose rarely offers
any surprises. Typically, he wastes a
good bit of space each week insulting

Don’t you believe it. Presidential
politics are exciting and alwasy unpredictable. It’s sort of like a game show,
with the lucky winner gaining the
power to wipe out millions of years of
human evolution at the touch of a
button, just because he feels like it.
Pray Al Haig never gets elected
President.
Television has had a dramatic impact

TE TR

by Mr. Moose
HOY A Political Analyst

plus fluid
Most domestic
and imported cars

B Adjust bands & linkage*
u Hoplace pan gasket &
ui
*where applicable
Remember this is a
preventative maintenance
service If you already have
transmission problems, ask
about our other reliable
services

Cottman

Sonu)

:

TRANSMISSION
‘SINCE 1962
MON.-FRI., 8 TO 6. SAT., 810 1.
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The Delta Experience
Phi Epsilon

Salnikow

Inc.

intended for the board and what acThe

It is what's in me that makes Delta Phi.
It is my love of the brotherhood and
also my love of our house. For me

by Paul D. Salnikow
SPECIAL TO THE HOY A
Delta

alumni and undergraduates to oversee
the behavior of the brothers. It soon
became evident though, that what was

v. Paul

D.

Delta Phi is a group of students, each

et al. It is the title of the

sharing the bond of pledging, making

lawsuit that has embroiled this fratern-

a go at life together. This is incredibly

ity for more than a year now. It stands

significant, this onus of rights and
responsibilities whereby the brothers
realize their ambitions and limitations
as a group. Major mistakes are made,

for a fraternity broken and a fraternity
reborn. The stakes are truly blueribbon: a half million dollar house and
all its accompanying assets. Ultimately
and most importantly, the winner shall

the

growth

is immeasurable.

have the power to determine the future

become a better person by being part
of this fraternity for within me I carry
a part of every other brother.

If a man lives by himself, his actions

its members.

board, the undergraduates voted it
out. This is where the trouble began.

is a
are
and
and

In the traditional sense

+ A small group of Washington-area

the name of the Delaware corporation, and with the help of the former
treasurer, assumed control of the D.C.

corporation's monies. ‘Being at that
time a newly elected president of a
corporation, I was faced with the fact
that another corporation had usurped

have died while coming to the aid of
brothers. Beneath all the layers of fun

graduate organization, largely through

my accounts. On behalf of the D.C.
corporation I sued. They countersued
and the two were subsequently joined
into one.
The intentions of the two parties
must now. come into question. A seri-

the support of the then-Chapter presi-

ous yet simple legal issue was up for

and games there beats a core that
makes us not friends but brothers.
Among the benefits of the fraternity,

dent and treasurer. Last April, the fraternity officer elections guaranteed
that the meddlesome group of alumni
would cease to have any effect. It.
was at this unlikely time that the dis-

resolution in the D.C. courts: who ran
the house. That was back in June of
‘82. Since then the group of alumni
have directed all their noble energies
to placing legal stumbling blocks that
have postponed the final trial date
indefinitely.
'
Unfazed, the undergraduate fraternity has flourished. Repairs on the house
have been continuous since September.

my aid. The tragic truth is that brothers

I have

reflect only upon himself. But if he
member of a fraternity, his actions
usually considered as representing
always reflecting on the fraternity

respect and trust of the other brothers.
I do not say this lightly. Without parallel, the ultimate punishment that any
brother can receive is to be banished
by the brotherhood.
can call a brother and he will come to

of a sixty-three year old organization.

This fraternity shall live or die at the
hands of the law.
How did all this come to pass? What
drove an organization built upon trust
and brotherhood to give up all hope of
resolving its problems through normal
means. To answer this question I must

different things. Having voted in the

The rewards abound. At anytime I

and the focus is on the short term, but

tually came to be were two completely

true reward of a brother is the

elections had removed them from consideration, the group of alumni, in

I found the personal advantage of
having a part in the management of a
corporation, and the supervision and
direction of the house to be one of the

alumni balked
again had no
affairs of the
though legally.

at the idea that they
say in the day-to-day
fraternity. In effect,
disbanded, they con-

tinued to operate parallel to the under-

pute left the arena of fraternal politics

of

and entered the hardcore world of
civil law.
Before I continue, allow me to explain a point. There are actually two
Delta Phi Epsilons, Alpha Chapter at
Georgetown which is a completely independent D.C. corporation and Delta
Phi Epsilon, the National Fraternity,
which is a Delaware corporation.
Upon realizing that the fraternal

and Hunters that prepare us for law

we sit in the social leper section that'is

school, not the courses with interesting
names. But enough about academics,
our purpose here is clear, maximize
grades with the minimum of effort,

to the left of the front doors. These
sections are for losers. And you know,
one has to wonder, where do they all
come from? Of course we always sit
on the right side of the table, that is

most important links in our fraternity.
It is this issue,

the

question

of who

runs and operates the house that is at

first show you what fraternity means
to me,
a current
undergraduate

this bond often allows for certain
transgressions to go unpunished and

the heart of the lawsuit.
Two years ago, in May

brother.
I truly love Delta Phi. At times
though, I. also hate it. But it is mine

good deeds to go unrewarded. But
that is because a certificate of merit or

fraternity was banned from campus
for social misproprieties. In an effort

a monetary fine pale into meaningless

to

and no one can take it away from me.

beside the true law of the fraternity.

uates voted

dedication to studies. You see, we all
have grandiose dreams of law school
and business schools after Georgetown
and the brothers have a high success
rate for achieving their goals. The

regain

admittance

the

to establish

of '81, the

undergrad-

a board
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SPECIAL TO THE HOY A
Being a brother of Delta Phi Epsilon
as well as living in the house, it is
rather easy to explain the mindset of
the brethern. Life for us is a highly
structured and prioritized - activity.
Everything that is done by a group of
brothers has a specific reason. Let's

start with academics.
Most believe that we have no concern for our studies, being instead a
gathering of drunken party animals.
While I won't challenge the fact that

Ba

rs

gg

sobriety and moderation are two words
that don’t appear. in any of our dictionaries, this has no effect upon our

-

a

ae

our

courses.

This,

by

no

means,

is

‘done by hitting the books hour after
hour in any regular fashion. That would
cramp our style, shatter our social,

personal and sex lives, as well as drive
us to greater depths of drunkenness.
No, our secret is not in what we do
- but in how we do it. Delta Phi’s method
of “get better grades and study less” is
to know the awesome turk professors
and ‘then take them en masse. We
know that it i$ the Manns, Karskis,

Mr. T Will Win in ’84
continued from page 8

choice between T and Reagan, liberals
reluctantly stick with Mr. T.
T/Wallace pulls even with Reagan/
Bush in the latest Gallup and Harris

polls.
Fall 1984: T and

ae

secret lies in pulling a lot of A’s in all

Reagan

criss-cross

the country in an intense, bitter campaign. In the first (and only) Presidential Debate, T scores a decisive
victory.
Well, I realize” the economy has
problems,” Reagan asserts, “but the
Democrats ran the country to ruin for
over 20 years. Ya know, it reminds me
about a woman in Indiana who...”

then on to law school, big bucks and
hot women. Speaking of which, let's

laughed, “in the words of one of my
favorite generals, I have returned!”
Moose Note: Impossible you may say?
Whoever heard of Mr. T before 1974?
Have you ever seen the two of them in

the same room? Think about it.

mitted that the house has never looked
better. A change of character can also
be detected at fratland. No longer are
brothers embarassed to acknowledged

their

brotherhood.

terrace
popular
affairs.
pursuit

Pride

in oneself

and roof, conduct our everparties and manage our other
As of late this has included the
of fantasies, the foremost being

the scheduling of a football game with
the APO frasority. It seems that regardless of the time or date, their vast em-

ity. The alumni’s intentions? Perhaps a
recent

OFF

can

serve

as

an

doesn’t matter because the Delta Phi
that I have they will never get.

Paul Salnikow (SBA 84) has served
as Rush Chairman and President of

the Chapter. He is also in charge of
the Chapter's lawsuit.

h

But we don’t need your approval
know we've got more going, for

good

looking women,

and lots of lig-

uor.
We're happy, how about you?

rm

the résumé

place

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
with a

The afternoon slump is easily filled.

pire is always recovering from dance

waste our time with it. Only the truly

First G.H. keeps us entertained with
cheap day-time drama and T&A. Five
to six o'clock spells happy hour and
time for the brothers to move on to
the greater spectrum of Georgetown
social life. Again there is method to
our madness as we figured out long
ago that free food and dollar beers
abounded and it was just up to us to
terminate our dinners at Marriott and
enjoy the pleasures of real food and
interesting women in crowded bars.

marathons, blood drives and phone-

STUDENT DISCOUNT

a-thons. But that’s alright, we can
always find something else to do—go

FIRST TIME EVER OFFERED BY
THE RESUME PLACE

riott for runny eggs, greasy potatoes,

battery-acid

coffee.

Although

Sylvia is a bright spot in this otherwise void of social misfits and misguided athletes, she’s not enough to
motivate us to rise before 11:00 am.
Lunch is a key campus activity.
Brothers gather together daily to take
part in our sacred rite of scoping (in
other words, checking out all the nubile
Georgetown coeds). Again priority and
structure come into play. First we never
sit in the non-smoking section nor do

Between meals is also an important
" time here at Delta Phi. It is then that
we tan ourselves on our multi-leveled

to the Third,

go to Chadwicks

and

The Company Who Developed
_ "The Typeset-Designed Resume’

Pogers.
Well, this is just a small glimpse of

what our life is all about, what we hold
important,

sacred,

and

vital

to

our

existence. Perhaps this has meant little
to you. That's alright with us. To be
quite honest, we're tired of some of
you who come to our parties, drink
our booze, then show your appreciation by trashing our house, stealing
our paddles and breaking our windows.

to
us

right now than many others ever hope
to have. We have a great house, sincere

portantly, there is no reason for us to

boring bookworms get up to hit Mar-

ex-

alumni, upon hearing this, intercepted
and convinced the other alumni to
cancel the offer. Why?
In the final analysis I can only wonder what drives a group of forty- and
fifty-year old men’ to spend so much
time and money destroying the ideals
and dreams of a group of students. To
that I can only say that it really

THE STUDENT PRICE:
$49.50

1 page

of professional

typesetting with personal advice on
organization and selection of type;

format, design,
100 copies on

high

(regularly

quality

colors);
updating;
THE

67.50):

professional

paper (your choice of 8

3 years’ computer
3-4 day tumaround.

RESUME

RESUME

PLACE

COMPANY

‘is

disk
the

storage
oldest

in Washington,

for easy

and

largest

D.C.

Edit-

ing and writing service also available.

No
AT

incident

ample. Uninvolved alumni volunteered to refurnish all the bedrooms in
the house for free. This group of local

Week Auction Prize of
The HOYA

appointment

needed.

Walk

in.

~9-5:30 M-F.

_810-18th St., NW, Suite 606!
Telephone: RES—UMES
“or 737-8637

HERTZ'SYSTEM
INC

T
TO

“Listen to the fool,” interrupted T.
“The man has brain damage. He’s sold

himself to industry. When I'm the
President, things are gonna change.

James Watt? He's dead meat. Big business? They'll make more jobs, or
they’ll havta deal with me, President
—

intentions of the two groups. The undergraduates goals are evident through
their actions—a strong healthy fratern-

Winners of the 1983 Senior

talk about some of our social life.
Meeting people as well as carrying
on fraternal social activities on a dayto-day basis revolve around one thing,
meals. Starting with breakfast, brothers shun it. First we need our sleep
for afternoon activities but more im-

and

T rips off his face to reveal his true
identity: Richard M. Nixon.
“My
fellow
Americans,”
Nixon

the side not facing the windows.

two months. It all comes down to the

Even the misguided alumni have ad-

Inside The Fraternal Lifestyle At 3401 Prospect Street...
by Joe Fratrat

and the respect of one’s peers is not
a given and the brothers have certainly earned it this year.
The lawsuit is now in the ‘status
hearing” stage. It could theoretically
drag on for years or be settled within

H.C
UC

T
“Ronald

Reagan?

He’s

a turkey.

Don’t vote for a turkey. ...”
T

looks

at

his

opponent,

slowly

pointing at him. “Listen Ronnie. You're
a wimp, a loser. How "bout you and me
go a few rounds.”
“Eh, Eh, I don’t think so,” Reagan
stutters, as beads of sweat cover his

forehead.

(based on al5day pass)

;

(based on subcom

Now the only reason totake

“You see that? Hey, Nancy, drop
this turkey. Why don’t you come over
to my place tonight and see what a
real man can do.”
Reagan's composure is gone, and it
doesn’t return. For the rest of the
debate, the President looks old and
feeble, while T scores repeatedly with
insults and points of policy.

a train in Europe is if you can’t drive.
If you're going to Europe this summer, don’t see it from a
train. See it from behind the wheel of a Hertz car. It’s less
expensive than a European rail pass. And it costs even less
when you share the ride with a friend. Plus with a Hertz car,
there’s never a charge for mileage.
By renting from Hertz, you can reserve your car just
7 days before renting, you don’t have to pay in advance, and
in many cases there’s no drop off charge. And unlike some
rent-a-car companies, Hertz’s minimum renting age is 18
years old. What’s more, our prices are guaranteed in local

November 6, 1984: T/Wallace sweeps
to victory, winning 357 out of 538
possible electoral votes.
Winter 19841985: President-elect T
makes several surprise appointments,
including Al Haig for Secretary of
Defense and Henry Kissinger for Secretary of State.

currency through March 31,1984. So no matter how much

January 21, 1985: The Inauguration.
In the middle of his inaugural address,

the dollar fluctuates, our rates won't.
Hertz also saves you money when you're off the road. We
offer discounts at over 1,500 hotels in Europe, including
Holiday Inns. Rooms start as low as $28 per person, double
occupancy ($17 in Britain), including breakfast, service
and tax.

For full details, call your travel agent. Or call
Hertz at 1-800-654-3001. If you think going by
train is cheaper, you'll be pleased to discover
you’re way off THE “1 WAY TO RENTA CAR.
Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.
track.

Hertz also has low weekly rates on larger cars, Gas and optional charges are not included. Hertz dollar rate shown above is based on exchange rates as of March 23, 1983.

All Brand Importers Inc., New York, N.Y. Sole U.S. Importer. ©
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“Oh shut up,” Reagan bursts out.

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the rest.
USE YOUR HEAD WHEN YOU DRINK MOOSEHEAD.

/

DR
A Peter of London Salon

Peter of London Salons
welcomes a new addition
to Georgetown: Raymond
Sanzi Hair Designs. If
you think you have a good
haircut, we can give you
a great haircut. Come in
or a consultation with
this week's featured
stylist, Tony (Arash).
Tony was born in Tehran.
He studied hair design in
Pennsylvania and at
Jingles and John Guenter
in New York City.
Bring this ad with you
and save on your spring
haircut.
Women: reg.
from $30, with this ad

$25. Men: reg. from $20,

with this ad $18.

Hair Designs also offers
perms, shampoo and blow
dry, highlighting, coloring,
manicures and
pedicures.
Georgetown Park Mall
(lower level)
3222 M Street N.W.
Washington,

D.C.

:
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Spring Break in Appalachia

It’s A Long Way From Ft. Lauderdale
day

of

four, and has been on this bus for 14
hours. For most vacationing students,
such a ride would mean a trip South to
the spring break magnet, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida for a week of partying,
tanning, and relaxing.
But Coakley, a junior at Georgetown
University, is’ going west into Knott
County, Kentucky. He and 87 other

students are headed to. Kentucky, West
Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina for a week of manual work and
“discovery on a Georgetown's “Spring
Break in Appalachia.”
“This should be a total switch from
G.U..” says Coakley, “and somewhere
like Florida. They're really the same

place with different

landscapes—
the

billies. Students soon find out that is
not true.”

Tell.
Sloane quotes the first lines of her
book, “as for why I wrote What My
Heart Wants to Tell, 1 read and heard

The majority of Georgetowners
don’t know others in their group well
at the start of the program. Says Seib,

Appalachian trips as special because
“it gives the students the opportunity
to be productive and constructive in a
new atmosphere.”
Students this year go to a variety of
places throughout Appalachia: to the
Red Bird Mission in Beverly, Ken-

tucky, to the Frontier Nursing Service—a

regional

health

care

network

offering its services to three Appalachian counties—in Wendover, Ken-

same mindset.”
The road hugs Troublesome Creek,
which winds through the hills and
ty, and the bus sways on the curves of

them..like the Peace

“the crooked creekbed. Coakley peers
‘out the window at the landscape— .
“shacks scattered along the creek, litter
FOR

A

PRAYER,

JESUS

ANSWER— 785-5754,"

SALE,
ALL
HANDMADE,
and
~mountains slung low, more like hills,
.some whose whole tops have been
1 sliced off, stripmined for coal.

The bus pulls into Hindman, Kentucky, the county seat. Coakley and
“eight other students get off here. This
“group has been assigned to Hindman
Settlement School on the Forks of
‘Troublesome Creek. “This should be
Cod
. different,” says Coakley, as the bus
pulls away. One student notes that the
bus is almost as long as the main

chian image.

its way to the creek), cutting brush,
and gardening.

else,”

The students also are here to learn
about Appalachia. One day is spent at

Sloane will not fall into the Appalachian stereotype. She is an author and
a craftswoman. Sloane has created
over 100 quilts in her life. She pulls
them out of her cupboard, one after

Murphy.
Sloane continues, “You're a hillbilly
from Knott County, no matter where
you go. They ask you stupid questions,
like: Where's your shoes or the moonshine?
They took our respect, took our
pride, told stories, put us in categories.
They made us look dumb.”
Before the Georgetown students

the creeks

in Robbins, Tennessee.

they

and her group duckwalk
the shafts. The miners are

learn about the crafts and
meet people in the area.
the program as “an oppora culture that most people

ABILITY

GROUP

2025 I Street, N.W., Suite 810

oslo

LN

6059-7676 or 223-0808.
Ry

mr

sgn

es AS He

AAS A INSTAL

SR 9 De

ey BARE A rm

of

life

soon

to

be

Sloane answers all questions about

Appalachia for the students cramped.
house, -but

“We're

she

harkens

back

no different from anybody

she

says,

“There's

good

ones

and bad ones like everywhere else.”

artist.
“In the city it’s so easy to buy things,
instead of making them,” says Kevin

brief picture of the problem of alco-

that Mrs. Taylor's son, Billy, had been
sawing wood all day in light cotton
pants. Once again, I realized the
difference.
Aspiration to break out of the cycle
of poverty in the area is very low. The
individual strength for one to go to
college where most people choose the
married life before age eighteen and.
are satisfied with low-paying jobs, to

holism and depression from the nurse

fight against the bad living conditions

practitioner.

even though one’s ancestors have tolerated them for ages, and to leave a
place where your family lives would
need to be very great. It's no wonder
that so many decide to sit on their
porch or watch T.V. instead. Compared to the apathy of the upper and

This is a continuation of Sara
Anderson's article from last week.

In Appalachia, I feel that there is
much

do. According to'the head miner for

roads containing more rundown shack
that I. didn’t travel down. I only got a

biggest employer in the region.

The

group

visits

local

churches,

while religion is integral to Appalachian life. At an Old Regular Baptist

the parishioners wash

each

others feet, as they say Jesus did for
his disciples.
It is at the end of the week that the
students meet Verna Mae Sloane of
Caney. Creek in Pippas Passes, and
learn the most about what Appalachia
is. In her seventies, Sloane has lived in
Appalachia all her life, and has written

HOFSTRA
- UNIVERSITY
men

Davison’s own fleece-lined knit sweatshirt. For men in sky, camel, blue and grey; crew

to

Malnutrition

was

only

stories of child abuse and wifebeating.
I realize that as much as I read about
poverty it will never
seeing or feeling it.

be the same

as

One day I woke up shivering. As I
put on my clothes I thought to myself
so this is it. This is what it feels like to
be poor. Yet, as I worked at the

Taylor’s house that day in five sweatshirts and three pairs of pants I noticed

ACEP

reed

middle classes we have so many more
resources (money, a chance for a
college education, more job opportunities, good

better

chance

ks

EOUCATIONAL
al AE

‘|

MOVING, MUST SELL! Bethesda
Park— Spacious 2 bdrm, den (or 3rd
bdrm) 1 bth, liv rm, din rm, gourmet
| kit w/eat-in bar, Terra Cotta balc
w/stor rm, w/w cpt, newly painted,
customized w/many extras, top flr
w/wooded view, pool/tennis/jog{ ging trail, walk to Metro & White
Flint. Excellent condition! Assume
low % loan. $69,900. By owner.

12205 Braxfield Ct. #16. 881-6757
after 5:30 pm.
SUBLET WANTED:
Nonsmoking
Yale grad student seeks summer
| sublet in Dup Cir area, 5/15-9/1.

Station,

New

(203) 776-9700

MALE GRADUATING Penn senior
seeking
roommate(s) to live in
Northern Virginia near D.C., beginning August 1st. Call Max at (215)

or write Max

Stearns—

Box 234. 3820 Locust, Philadelphia,

1 PA 19104.

nailed,

after I had

plastered,

field line, I concluded that house
building is hard work. Nails somehow
always manage to bend, just as drywall
pieces fall into your eyes. Even worse,
snow and cold doesn’t excuse you
from working outside. Sanding makes
you cough, especially when six people
are sanding in one small room. As I
conversed with my co-worker about
the materialism of René Descartes, |

would try with all my strength to get
that nail to move a little. Meanwhile,
John would come along and hit it in
with just one stroke. I can just imagine
the laughter that took place at John's
dinner table as he told hs family of the
college students with their smart talk
who couldn’t even hammer a nail in.

[J Pays 5%4% interest,
[_] No minimum balance

[1 No monthly service fee
[L] No per check charges
[] Access to MOST automatic
© teller machine network

1901
624
7711
1229

[[] Check reserve line of credit
available

J

K Street, NW
E Street, NW
Georgia Ave., NW
Connecticut Ave., NW

Inde

420) Connecticut Ave, NW.
DC. 20008

Sao

Locations

MosT
FSLIC |

Federal

Savings& Loan Association/ 628-5500

ry

TIFFANY LAMPS. Must sell many
handmade
stained glass lamps.
530-5480.

THE

‘| 387-2462

painted,

GLAS

Sjmmmmmeemeen

| or 436-8526.

At the end of the week

sanded,

Check it out!

Your Career Won't Be Ordinary
Why Should Your Preparation Be?

Yale

of our

have so much will we be happy.

i REE

IST nia 204.1456 |

CT 06520

care

a

members of the upper class and middle
class were not only given too much
when little, but, also, always had someone else do everything for them. Only
when we realize how lucky we are to

243-4960

Call Days Eves & Weekends

2353

Maybe just a little bit, maybe insignificantly. But I contributed.”

1515 N. 17th Street
Rosslyn

* CASE BRIEFING * TORTS « LEGAL WRITING
* CONTRACTS STATUTORY ANALYSIS
- » CIVIL LAW» RESEARCH METHODS « PROPERTY

Haven,

offer in a different sense.”
On the bus, Jamie Coakley settles in
for the ride to Washington. He knows
when he gets back, all his friends will
sport tans from the Florida sun. It
snowed in Appalachia.
But tans peel and fade. And Coakley
says, "I think maybe I contributed.

Free checking from Independence Federal
Independence means

A SanleyH KAPLAN SEMINAR

| Mayer

Georgetown. This area has so much to

When y ou gel

CURRY
COPY CENTER

INTRODUCTION T0 LAW SCHOOL

[D)

take

and

health) to do what we really want in
life. Our apathy results, therefore, from

s 5¢

THE “KAPLAN ADVANTAGE" DOESN'T
HAVE TO END WITH YOUR ADMISSION TO LAW SCHOOL!
THE SAME SKILLED INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARED YOU FOR
THE LSAT, CAN GUIDE YOU THROUGH FIRST YEAR LAW!

AA

to

conditions,

lack of using these resources. Perhaps,
this is due to the fact that so many

Georgetown Park, Washington, D.C., 338-4998; Philadelphia, Annapolis

HOYA

living

SELF- SERVICE

Hempstead, L.I., New York 11550

neck $13.00, collar $15.00. For women in hyacenth,
maize, pink and sky; crew neck $12.00, collar
$14.00. S, M, L, XL

still invisible

I

Weekday section: May 31 to June 30
Evening section: May 31 to June 30
.| Saturday section: May 26 to June 25
Call (516) 560-5916 or write:
Pre-Law Summer Institute
School of Law
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY

Sweatshirt

poverty

slightly indicated by the members of
the church services. I had heard only

PRE-LAW SUMMER
INSTITUTE
Re

Catch Of The Day

more

myself. There were so many tiny sy

COPIES!

“SCHOOLOF LAW|"

leave at the end of the program, the
teachers at the school give the group a
, copy of Desiderata, a famous collection
of advice; it starts, "Go placidly amid
the noise and haste. ..."”

Mary Beth Bologna finds it hard to
go, and says “lI made a lot of new
friends here, and got away from all
that competition and ‘stress that is

Students Learn Anew In Appalachia

mine.
“You get used to it,” he says. Most

‘backs in coal consumption. Coal is the

Don’t delay, call today!

Fs
a

area,

culture. Students visit local churches,

* Term Papers, Dissertations, Resumes, Repetitive Letters
+ Quality Service to Washington's Student Community Since
1978

i

the mining

Southeastern Coal Company, most of
the mines are closed, because of cut-

TYPING — WORD PROCESSING
— 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT —

t

reach

Woven through all the trips are
activities giving the students a chance
to understand Appalachian life and
coal mines,
music, and
Seib sees
tunity to see

way

another, and piles them on the bed.

a mountain.

Curran’s back begins to ache from
bending, and she asks one miner how
he feels after eight hours down in the

I

a

To those gathered around in awe, the
colors and designs are the mark of an

into

out of the rock.

the Appalachia Habitat for Humanity

of

forgotten . .. I hope you understand.”

Riding

deep

* chinery, which rips 38-inch coal seams
tucky, to the John C. Campbell Folk
School—a school teaching Appalachian folk dancing, music and crafts—
in Brasstown, North Carolina, and to

ories

the flatbed carts, Kate Curran feels
claustrophobic. She has good reason,
because the floor to ceiling height is
three to four feet.

Church,

THE

of litter (Knott

expert, and they scurry about the mine
without trouble, operating heavy ma-

. another

| “QUILTS AND HANDICRAFTS FOR

Georgetown'’s “coal miners” in Appalachia

County has no garbage collection system or sewer, so most everything finds

Curran
around

that attitude.”

1S: THE

frequently to her view on the Appla-

Once

Corps. We try to avoid

“strewn heavily on the banks, signs
tacked 1 up on trees, one reading “CALL

in her

shaft,

hollows of this Eastern Kentucky coun-

-

folk; I wanted to preserve the mem-

cleaning

a local coal mine. Suited up with coal
miners lamphats and coveralls, the
group travels a mile and a half into a

“We’renothere to save

‘lies and half-truths about our mountain

“people can really get to know their
group, and can grow together in a way
far removed from the social scheme at
Georgetown.”
Mornings start at seven for the
group, and they work most of the day

Ay

first

four books on the area; the most famous, published by a Washington, D.C.
firm, is titled What My Heart Wants to

A

his

. misperceive. When most think of Appalachia, they think of Snuffy Smith
and moonshine, and the Beverly Hill-

Ee

on

spring break, Jamie Coakley got up at

street, the only street, of Hindman.
Hindman, deep in Appalachia, is a
long way from Ft. Lauderdale.
“Spring Break in Appalachia” was
started nine years ago when a small
group of Georgetown nurses wanted
to do something different for their
vacation. Today the program handles
close to 100 students on eight to ten
trips.
Jon Seib, senior at G.U. and director of "Spring Break,” sees the

x

morning

Staff Writer

SMITHSONIAN

INSTITU-

TION is now hiring for the following
positions: Waiter/Waitress, Dietary
Aide, Cashier, and Cart Operator.
Call 287-3663 for more information.
SECRETARY/ASSISTANT
CBS
News, 60 Minutes and Press Relations Office. Responsibilities include general office work. Good
typing required. Occasional
research. Must have ability to handle
people well and work under pressure. Opportunity for advancement.
Send resumés only to: Nellie Duncan, CBS News, 2020 M Street,
N.W. No phone calls.
HELP WANTED: MacArthur Theatre. Cashiers, ushers, concession
attendants. Apply in person Sunday
thru Thursday at 4859 MacArthur
Blvd.
MOVING SALE. Everything from
bed, sofa, tables and chairs, to
bookcase, dresser, linen, kitchenware, and TV. Excellent condition.
For information, call 342-6070.

DRIVERS, PACKERS, HELPERS.
Fidelty Storage needs careful and
energetic men and women to pack
and load household goods this
summer. Contract and hourly positions available. 3901 Ironwood PI,
Landover,
MD
773-3555;
6308
Gravel Ave., Alexandria, VA 9715300; 1420 U St., NW, Washington,
DC
667-6176;
430
S.
Pickett,

Alexandria, VA 751-3287.

!

SUMMER
SUBLET—CONDO,
brand-new,
accommodates
4/5,
completely furnished, CAC, DW,
W/D—prime location, May 20-Aug.
20. Call 342-7323, 342-5194.
PROMPT

ING,

AND

typing,

EFFICIENT

proofreading.

EDIT-

Re-

sumes, term papers, reports, etc.
You deliver and pick ‘up. Upper
Wisc. Ave., N.W. area. 244-0556.

TELEMARKETING-NO

SELLING.

Campaign Marketing Group. Earn
extra cash by working part-time on
Capitol Hill as a phone fundraiser.
Start at $4.10 per hour (weekends

WANTED:
FEMALE
to share 2bedroom condo in Georgetown
May-Aug. 1% BR, A/C, W/D, DW,
FP, access to pool, $400/month
plus elec. Call eves, 965-7188.
COUNSELORS, OVER 19 who like
to have fun and make fun at unique
overnight summer camp in Penna.
Able to instruct either one of the
- following: water safety, water skiing,
boating, basketball, arts and crafts,
rock climbing, riflery, ham radio,
rocketry, science, archery, track,
tennis, golf, photography, pioneering, or general athletics. Write:
Camp Director, 138 Red Rambler
Drive, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444.
IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS? Contract the law offices of Fiona Dana
Lessans, Suite 560, 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., 638-7007.

GEORGETOWN TYPING and transcribing.

FOR

Impeccable.

337-0575.

EXPERT WORD-PROCESS-

ED RESUMES,

cover letters, term

start at $6.00 per hour). Just two

papers and theses, call Office Doc-

blocks from Metro. Call Mr. Davis at

tor, Inc. Fast, professional and
inexpensive service. 223-9439.

544-0400.

“UPON

GRADUATION,

health in-

surance that fits your needs
budget. Call Banker's
Life
Casualty agent Sal Nigrelli,

‘81, at 949-6808.
C's CAMPUS CONNECTION
ing

Service:

"All

Typing

and
and
SLL

TypWork

Done.” Dissertations, Theses, Manuscripts,

etc.

Ms.

C.

Parker,

836-

4400, ext. 498. All work guaranteed.
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING/EDITING. Deadlines met. Instructions
followed. Accurate Prompt. All sizes
and types of jobs. Legal a specialty.
Pickup/delivery available. In D.C.
Leland Secretarial 582-7995.

house in Georgetown, Glover Park
or DuPont Circle. June-Aug. (212)
420-0017.

HOW

TO GET A VISA or Master-

Card with bad credit, low income or

to establish credit.

For info send

$7.00 to Jaz-Man Financial Consultants, P.O. Box 91355, Lafayette,
LA

eg

This

A

70509.

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED starting June. Two college students
working in DC for summer. Small
apt, near public transit preferred.
Call evenings at (617) 498-6306.

95% OF OUR GRADUATES
ARE EMPLOYED!
FOR RENT. 1717 K St., NW. AttracInve$t 2 months this summer
"tive downtown offices for part-time
in your future.
use. $75/mo. including phone, mail, Learn practical business skills that
conf. rm. and library; 785-0035.
will enable you to gain quick access
ACE TYPING AND WORD PROto the job market.
CESSING, 2025 Eye Street, N.W. Small classes: placement assistance.
(corner of 21st and Pa. Ave.), Room
Summer programs start on
May 2 and July 11.
105. 466-8973. From $1.50/double
Call 466-5070 for information
spaced page straight typing for third
GEORGETOWN SECRETARIAL
day pickup. Word processing and
COLLEGE
same day service available at higher
1326-18th Street, N.W.
rates.
/
Convenient to METRO
SUBLET WANTED: Prefer room in.

Ne
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Students Featured
At Art Exhibit
Clare Corcoran’s work is dark in
color and somber in mood. Three of

by Linda M. Rodriguez
HOYA

The

Staff Writer

Senior Art Gallery

SEC Presents Movie Specials

her portraits are charcoal on brown
Shows

are

paper, and her models do not smile so

at present in the Healy Basement Art
Gallery. This year's exhibiting artists

the effect is a serious one. Corcoran’s

are Phil Duarte, David Florimbi, Clare

Corcoran,

and

Gabrielle with Violin, done in charcoal, conte crayon, and acrylic on
canvas. The paintings consists of multi-

of

Italian

Sanchez

are a male and
with Violin ‘and

Andre Hawkins. Each was responsible
for creating the work and setting up
their week long exhibition. As Studio
Art majors, the exhibitions were a
part of their graduation requirement.
The work of the five artists covers a
wide range. Their works range from
charcoal drawings to oil paintings, from
sculpture to photographs. The artist's
backgrounds are also as varied as their
art work.

Florimbi,

Jacqueline

two large paintings
female nude, Peter

descent,

uses

bright colors in his oils and pastels. His

directed black and brown lines over a
greenish background and white and
pink highlights. Both the man and
woman have a violin in their hands
which serves as a connecting motif.
Corcoran’s only colored work in her
exhibit is The Artist's Mother. It is a
small pastel and the face is composed

Cinemas Odds And Ends

of kelly-green, royal blue, and purple.
The eyes of this portrait are somewhat
alarming

because

by Greg Kitsock
HOYA Staff. Writer

they bulge and are

A few cinematic odds and ends from

assorted Washington theaters:

- lution and ready to witness a second;
Countess Sophie (Hanna Schylgulla),
Marie Antoinette’s lady-in-waiting,
continued

Flashdance is true to name: it contains a plethora of flashy dance numbers
and a minimum of plot, characterization
,and plausibility.
Newcomer Jennifer Beals stars as
Alex, a young Pittsburgh working girl
who toils as a welder by day. By night
she is an avant-garde dancer performing
before Iron City-guzzling blue collar
workers at a local bar (an incongruity
if there ever was one).
Alex’s aspiration is to be a ballet
dancer, but she is too embarrassed by
her lack of formal training to seek an
audition with the local dance

troupe.

With the aid of her boss at the factory
turned boyfriend (Michael Nouri), she

finally gets her Big Chance.
Flashdance is reminiscent of Fame,
and the talented Irene Cara of that
movie

sings the title song. Save your

pennies for the soundtrack,
untitled works, his Telling Secrets to
an Innocent, and Sometimes, even the
‘bed then... Sometimes, even the bed
doesn't work are all particularly bright
compositions.
Florimbi often uses
green, orange, red, and yellow to
shape his figures. The backgrounds of
the paintings seem to be pinkish and
pastel-colored and laid down in wide
strokes. The effect is that the figures
in the foreground are strikingly visible
although the bounds of the figures are

sharp-looking and fury-filled.

Currently, Jacqueline Sanchez, of
French-Cuban. descent, is exhibiting
her art work. Her exhibit consists of
sculptures, photographs, drawings, and
oil paintings. The theme of her show is
The Human Body: Portraits and Sculptures. Sanchez has her theme well

presented. Her work is more traditional than Florimbi’s in that Sanchez’s

not the

ok 3k 3k kok sk ok sk ok ok sk ok sk ok ok ok ok 3k ok 3k ok ok Fok

less industrialist (Gert Frobe), who

is

existence, free of worldly cares, until

scheming to detonate an atomic bomb
at Fort Knox in order to precipitate an
international financial crisis and increase the value of his own gold
reserves. The title character and his
brutish Oriental hatchetman, Oddjob,
are two of the more memorable villains
in cinematic history.
Thunderball features a’plot by the
international criminal cartel SPECTRE
to blackmail NATO with a pair of
stolen atomic bombs. This is the one
that’s being remade as Never Say Never
Again, with Connery back as the indestructible secret agent. It'll have a
difficult task surpassing the original.

he falls in love with a working girl
(Liza Minelli). He must then choose
between his lady love and his fortune:
his family has threatened to cut him
off without a cent if he doesn’t marry a
girl of his own social standing.
John Gielgud won a richly deserved
Oscar for Best Supporting Actor as
Arthur’s manservant and mentor. Gielgud’s dignified bearing and sarcastic
asides provide perfect contrast to
Moore's zaniness.
Arthur will be shown at 8:00 pm this
Saturday and Sunday in Reiss 103.
Admission is $1.50 with SES card,
$2.50 without.

soused playboy. Arthur lives an idyllic

SUMMER JOBS!
$ 7.20 STARTING RATE
Additional bonuses and incentives; scholarships
available. Summer Schedule with possible full- or
part-time in the fall.

Ok

La Nuit de Varennes is an intriguing
historical drama by Italian director
Ettore Scola, which unfortunately runs
out of gas about half an hour before

Must have a car!

Interview now * Start after finals

the final credits roll by.

The film is set in France in 1791,
two years after the storming of the
Bastille but before the beheading of
Louis XVI and the rise of Napoleon.

not defined. Florimbi’'s work aims to

from

express a feeling or
than a specific form.

Next week, Andre Hawkins will be
exhibiting his work.

(Harvey Keitel), fresh from one revo-

The

plot concerns

a coach

Paris to Varennes,

Call between 10:00 am and 2:00 pm

en route

with

a re-

556-8686

markable passenger list: Thomas Paine

RA

pe

cm

ap

a

rather

As an added attraction, the SEC has
scheduled the 1981 romantic comedy
Arthur for a pair of weekend showings.
Dudley Moore is in top form as the
title character, a wealthy, perennially

movie.

work is more detailed. Particularly
detailed and worth seeing are her
sculptures.
;

gesture

The SEC will be featuring the best
of James Bond this weekend with the
showing of Goldfinger (1964) and
Thunderball (1965) on Harbin Field.
Many 007 afficionados feel that the
series, still going strong, reached its
peak with these two. Goldfinger pits
Sean Connery as Bond against a ruth-
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE TOURNAMENT

—

12:30-3:00 p.m. on Copley Lawn

CARNIVAL and ALL- STAR COFFEEHOUSE
12:00-5:00 p.m. on Copley Lawn

—

BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL
1:00-5:00 p.m. on Harbin Field
Rainsite: Hall of Nations

—

DOG SHOW

—

—

SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
2:30-4:30 p.m. on Harbin Field

—

STUDENT vs. FACULTY SOFTBALL
GAME/BARBECUE
3:30-6:00 p.m. on Harbin Field
OUTDOOR DANCE
8:00 p.m.-12:30 p.m. on Harbin Field

3:30-5:00 p.m. on Copley Lawn

—
oe

SUNDAY, MAY 1

SATURDAY, APRIL 30.

FRIDAY, APRIL 29.

FIELD DAY EVENTS: Tug-'O-War, Volleyball, etc.
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. on Harbin Field
:
Ri

—

MOVIES: “Goldfinger” and “Thunderball”
8:45 p.m.-1:00 a.m. on Harbin Field
Rainsite: Hall of Nations

—

Rainsite: Hall of Nations

pe

Schlitz beer, soda, munchies and SPRING FESTIVAL T-SHIRTS will be sold during all of the above events
For Additional Information, call the S.E.C. at 625-3181

Ee
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Arts
M&B’s Latest

Local Movies

Sweet Charity Rises Above Shortcomings

a soft
who

can’t seem to get her life together. But

Lond

ndon

Shomer

RANK

The predicaments

on dy Presen
ts

W/ Evan John &
s & 5 BE

that Charity finds

herself in are the standard absurdities

of musical comedy.

nis

All of a sudden,

though, Simon gets serious for a
moment when Charity seems to be
finally happy, and then pulls back for
what has to be the stupidest, dumbest,
and most useless “non-ending” I have

ever encountered.
M&B’s production

EVERY TUE & WED FREE!
VIDEOS* DANCING

is, despite

the

garbage plot they are given to work
with, highly enjoyable. The strongest

Coming:

3 6-Defunkt
B 7-Factory Records Funk Night
Qwando Qwango & 52nd Street
12-Shreikback
13,14-Fleshtones

appear as a couple of cynical hostesses
in the ballroom who constantly com-

Coney Island .. . and the list goes on.
The original script, I am told, called
for twenty-two set changes so I can see
cutting them down. But all the way to

ment on Charity’s naive optimism and
their own sad lot in life. They are both
York

accent,

Quinn

with

The omni-present Victoria Bundonis

way, especially in the way it integrates

is oddly cast as the ingenue Charity.
She seems an odd person to choose for
such a simplistic role, but her perpetual
smile and superb singing ability man-

ages to just pull it off. Her solo numbers

the orchestra; which

Now

in which

Bundonis

strums and

Bob Boland. They are good, even very
good, and manage to projet the high
spirits of Cy Coleman’s music perfectly.

struts in triumph, commanding the full

Their overture and exiting tunes set
the audience in the proper perspective
and have them leave the theatre humming. Yet, although they are good,
they are too loud, excruciatingly so.
Even the world’s greatest orchestra

but remember that she's not given
much of a character to work with.

attention of the audience. She's excellent with

what

In a play

little acting she does,

with

few,

if any

strong

male characters it becomes difficult to
choose a standout player. The evermugging Brent Fischmann manages to

large numbers of actors on the stage at
the same time.) As the lead dancers in
the legendary Big Spender number
they get to be both alluring and sultry,
and manage to bring the right amount
of seriousness and humor to the song.
Both are relative newcomers (Porterfield's first show, Quinn's second) and

WROX

Survey

1983

year are you in school?
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior Senior
is your sex?
Male
Female
Harbin
New North
Copley
Darnall
Where do you live on campus?
New South
St. Mary's
Village A
Henle
Do you know where to find WROX on your dial?
Yes
No
Do you know where the WROX studio is located?
Yes
No
Do you know the phone number for the WROX request line?
Yes
No
How did you first learn about WROX?
a) a friend
b) an ad
c¢) the radio
itself d) you weren't aware that Georgetown had a campus station
e) other
What
What

. Have you ever attended, or participated in,a WROX

sponsored event?

. Would you describe your radio reception of WROX as:
Good

Poor

Fair

Yes

No

Average

Very Good

If your reception were better, would you listen:

More
Less
About the same"
were an FM station would you listen:
More
Less
About the same
When do you listen to WROX, if at all? Weekdays
Weekends
Mornings
Afternoons
Evenings
Not at all (if not at all, answer question #12a)
. (a) Why dont’t you listen to WROX?
. Where do you listen to WROX most?
Your room
Healy Basement
Marriott
other.
Is there a particular show or shows that you tune infor?
. What are your impressions of the scheduling and content of the WROX programs?
If WROX

What

are your impressions of WROX

The show will continue tonight and
tomorrow night at the Trinity Theatre
at 8:00.

3

3.
4.

What type. of music do you. like to
Soul
Oldies
New
Wave
Classical
Reggae
other.

listen. 107,
Country Western
Top: 40.
Easy
Listening
Jazz
Rock
Disco
{
___(circle two at most)’
If WROX played more of these types of music, would you listen? Yes No
On the average, how many hours per week do you listen to the radio?

2-5

5-10

more than 10

. Name

.

the two other stations you listen tomost.'__' _&
Do you listen to radio primarily for: Entertainment
Sports News
Background while studying or talking Other.
Are you aware that WROX has two weekly sports talkshows?
Yes
Would you be interested in joining the WROX staff next year?
Yes

No
No

25. (If you answered “Yes” to the previous question) What area of the station
would you be interested in working in: Sports News
Promotions
DJ
Engineering
Would you

SEC Movie Of

WROX

The Week

.Do

you

Other.
be willing

to

give

us

your

name

and

summer

address

so

that

could send you information about the next recruitment meeting?

have

any

additional

comments

or questions

concerning

the

station

or the survey?

ARTHUR

Please drop this by the WROX
Thank you
WROX

studio in Copley Basement as soon as possible. 1

very much.

student entertainment

commission

PRESENTS

Grd

ove Tube

Starring Ken Shapiro, Richard Belzer, Chevy Chase; Directed by Ken Shapiro: 1969

RAY BRADBURY'S

2

=]

RAY BRADBURY'S ‘SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES" A JACK CLAYTON Fiim
Starring JASON ROBARDS JONATHAN PRYCE DIANE LADD PAM GRIER Produced by PETER VINCENT DOUGLAS
Screenplay by RAY BRADBURY Based on his Novel Directed by JACK CLAYTON Music Composed by JAMES HORNER TECHNICOLOR®

From WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS Len:

Panaflex Camera Sil PANAVISION ® Io

[Erne

STARTS
AMC'S CARROLLTON
New

Carrollton,

6

Md.

NTI DALE CINEMA
Dale City, Va.

ROTH'S SILVER SPRING W.
Silver Spring, Md.
SHOWCASE UNIVERSITY
‘Fairfax, Va.

TODAY!

AMC'S SKYLINE 6
Bailey's Crossroads, Va.
ROTH'S MANOR
Rockville, Md.
ROTH'S TYSON CORNER 8
McLean, Va.
TOWNCENTER
Sterling, Va.

MACARTHUR
4859 MacArthur Blvd.
ROTH'S PARKWAY
Rockville, Md.
SHOWCASE BEACON
Alexandria, Va.
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DJ's?

What are your major criticisms of WROX? |

less than 2

f

The

PRS
ER pd

Janus Theater.

TN my

fairly straightforward impassionate account of history, while Taylor gives
some very effective dramatic readings
of the writings of Holocaust victims.
Genocide isnow playing at the KB

lowlands. His knowledge of horses im-

that adds to the surprise at their impressive performances.
The direction, by Camille David,
who did last semester's Romeo and
Juliet, is of course rather limited by
both the limited script itself and the
single set. That she managed to produce something entertaining out of
what she had to work with is to her
credit.

g

presses the rancher’s daughter (Sigrid
‘| Thornton), and a romance develops.
This peeves the ranch owner (Kirk

her

This isn’t Stage Three. Where was it,
out being cleaned?
The high-charged energy of the cast
more than makes up for these deficiencies. All are skillful in what they
are doing to varying degrees, but it is
obvious that everyone's heart is in the
right place.

are strong and effective, especially the
popular tune If They Could See Me

by

New

to modern times, with its culmination’
in the Nazi concentration camps. Orson:
Welles and Elizabeth Taylor share the
duties of narrator. Welles deliversa

Tom Burlinson stars as a mountain
‘boy who, after the death of his father,
takes a job as a ranchhand in the

very funny, Porterfield with a comic
exaggerated Southern Belle voice.
They geét to deliver the strongest oneliners and to provide the best sarcastic
observations on the play's activities.
Their two solos, particularly Baby
Dream Your Dream, are not only
funny, but very well sung and impressively danced. (The limited choreography in the show is impressive, by the

one? And why isn’t the curtain used?

and weakest point would have to be
is conducted

members of the supporting cast. They

serves as backdrop for the ballroom,
the local park, the inside of the YMCA,

frontier.

The film chronicles the emergence

of anti-Semitism from medieval Europe

:

eae

as the orchestra's

the American

ok kok ok ok

Genocide won the 1982 Academy
Award for best documentary, but made
it to the Washington area just a few
weeks ago. The film is a moving, often
very graphic and disturbing account of
the Nazis’ attempt to exterminate the
Jewish population of Europe.

Reiss 103

$2.50/$1.50 w/SES

|

ur

Neil Simon's script never seems to get
itself together. The musical numbers,
to be sure are excellent in the show;
genuine, footstomping sing-along tunes.
Simon’s story, on the other hand, is
contrived and silly. True, he doesn’t
want his characters to be taken seriously. But that doesn’t mean that they
should be reduced to banal caricatures.

Almost as weak

excessive volume is the single set used
for the production. It’s nice, really. I
mean, awfully pretty, a nicely pop art
style with/Coke and street signs in the
background. But it is the only set. It

special mention for what is easily the
funniest piece in the show, if not the
most energetic; that distinction would:
have to belong to the Rhythmn of Life
number which starred virtually everyone in the show.
Without a doubt the show’s two
strongest performances are turned in
by Laura Quinn and Kate Porterfield,

a dk ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ak ok ok ok ok ok of ok ole ok
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is supposedly

be

deserve

The Man From Snowy River is a
movie I probably would have liked
| better if I were 12 years old again.
This Australian import is not a failure by any means: it is beautifully
photographed, and director George
Miller keeps the plot moving at a brisk
pace. However, the film is predictable
and populated by stock characters
from a Grade B western. With some
minor changes, this could have been a
Walt Disney juvenile adventure set on

mat PAE AN

She

touch, an easy but lovable dupe

will

also
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aa

betrayed.

system

women,

rass you with violence or profanity. But

the

a

fess a fondness for her, and, as we see
in the opening sequence, she usually
winds up having her faith tragically

amplification

found by next year.

and

don’t expect another Breaker Morant
or Gallipoli.

How

a

wallet to almost anyone who will pro-

better

men

moun-

Cae Taos ooh ee

is a girl who simply wants “to be
loved.” She opens her heart and her

inspired, mind you, but one would
hope that either a lower band or a

both

rancher’s

by the local postmaster.
mighty have fallen.

—

we are told by the opening cue cards,

all the more amusing when it vanishes
after he bursts into song. The unnamed
cast members of the Rich Man's Frug,

the

to. It will neither bore you nor embar-:

WN

at the Fandango Lounge, a night club
where lonely old and young men can
rent a date for the evening. Charity, as

would be irritating if they dorwned out
the words of the accompanying singer.
Not that Dorothy Field's lyrics are

as

where the fleeing monarch has, anticlimactically, been placed under arrest

Nous

actress Charity, one of the “hostesses”

we

role

ARE

Vidal with an amusing Italian accent,

M&B's Sweet Charity, at Trinity Theatre.

second

di

manages to hold his own, until a rather
humorous spotlight at the conclusion.
The only other stand-out male in the
cast, Richard Battista, plays Vittorio

elusive

me

ballroom. The few scenes he is in he

it. The plot revolves around the leading

RICHARD STR

the best and most energetic

male in the play is Robert Gerardi
who plays Nickie, the dictator of the

ning lay more in the actual play itself
rather than in M&B's presentation of

an

A

Probably

taming

ah
23: tg as TIAL

know if he is good, or bad, or what.

shows the dramatic society has put on
in a long time.
The major problems with the eve-

and

NY ait

Mask and Bauble production that I've
seen, is at least one of the most lively

capturing

herd of wild horses.
American actor Douglas also has a

Ng LAER RN

company. Maybe the sound system
again. Ed Colahan doesa good job of
playing the wimpish Oscar, but Simon's
script really does him in, so we never

Sweet

the best

of

taineer brother, who retreated to the
hills after a bloody feud with his sibling.
passengers is interesting and forms the
The Man From Snowy River, now
gist of the film, However, the trip is playing at the Tenley Circle, is a good
more fun than the arrival at Varennes, film to take a younger brother or sister,

C 2°

not

Brubeck.

NES

certainly

Daddy

wr NN

while

leader

author

5E

need not have worried.

Charity,

religious

century

a

There, for some reason, his songs are
all backed up by other members of the

x22

spring

Ce

M&B

18th

a

since he only has one lead role as the

They

annual

by

an

SRE
EE ST Sa oe (Nn,

musical

arrived at Trinity Theatre last weekend
amidst rumors of production hassles,
casting failures, and musicians’ dissent.

Barrault),

Douglas), who believes his daughter to

erotica. The group is joined by an
officer dispatched by the National
Assembly to arrest the fugitive Louis
XVL
The interaction of these and other

nN)
>

The

Arts Editor
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HOYA

elicit a number of laughs, but those
only come to those who are paying
close attention to him, which is hard,

Murphy

be destined for a higher station in life.
The hero is inspired to prove his mettle

NN
ND —

by Don

continued

traveling incognito; a past-his-prime
Casanova (Marcello Mastroianni); and
Monsieur de la Bretonne (Jean-Louis
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“5% The NFL: Colts Tab Elway In Talent-Laden Draft
and

Ed Jones and a Jay Saldi were

included

in a trade. And

to be

everyone

knows just how enamored Al Davis is
with Mr. Elway. And Al usually gets
what he wants.
Draft day always means a few surprises and a lot of disappointments for
year-round football fans (this does not
include certain Editor-in-Chief's who

live in D-401 Village A). Let's take a
look at a team-by-team rundown on
the draft:

Atlanta Falcons: The Falcons drafted
four defensive players in the first four
rounds in an effort to shore up a
defense that has sagged noticeably in
the past two seasons. Mike Pitts, a
6-31, 258-pound defensive end from

¥*

Jim Arnold, the nation’s second leading
excellent tackle, in the second.
L.A. Raiders: The Raiders had only

no-name talent.

L.A. Rams: Drafted Eric Dickerson,
Henry Ellard, Otis Grant, and Jeff
Simmons to spice up an offense that
score

enough

points

to

overcome an aging defense. Mike Dotterer, the running back from Stanford

a
9 Chateau Les Martin 1. Emilio

maligned quarter-

linebacker Mark Stewart, a 6-3, 235pound linebacker with the speed to

Alabama should provide an intimidating pass rush. He is a solid-all-around

Second pick James Britt, a’cornerback
from LSU, should help strengthen a
porous secondary.
Baltimore Colts: Their draft cannot be
evaluated until the Elway situation is

will help solve the long-running leadership problems on the Patriots. New
England then drafted two wide. receivers to run under Eason’s bombs.

resolved. However, the Colts did come

Federals

up with two excellent defensive players
onthe second and third rounds, namely
Vernon Maxwell and George Achica.

New ‘Orleans Saints: Despite the fact

Maxwell is a linebacker with an intimi-

players in Steve Korte, John Tice, and
Cliff Austin. Korte is reputed to be

piveil

dating

pass rush, and

Achica

is an

overpowering defensive tackle who

is

adept at playing the run.
Chicago Bears: The Bears had a very
solid draft, getting Jimbo Covert and
Willie Gault on the first round, and
Mike Richardson and Dave Duerson
in the second and third rounds, respectively. Covert, an aggressive run block-

er,’should help open some holes for a
battered Walter Payton, and Gault has
the world-class speed to run under
McMahon's bombs. Linebacker Mark
Zayagnin, a ninth round choice from
Notre Dame, could surprise a lot of
people.

Drafted Craig James, the Washington
in

the

seventh

that the Saints only had six picks, they
were able to acquire three quality

won

the

Outland

Trophy

their

first

round

draft

overall on their list. Many other teams:

tions, but anyone who's seen him play

did not. Vincent White, a sixth round
pick from Stanford, could surprise and

rated corner on the board, in the
second round. And how did Stanley

Wilson,

a multi-talented

Oklahoma

running back, last to the ninth round?
A great draft makes an already strong
team

that much

stronger.

And

don't

be surprised if Kiki DeAyala and Mike
Martin, chosen in the sixth and eight,
respectively, make the club.
Cleveland Browns: Not much to speak
of, ‘although Dave Puzzoli, the defensive tackle from’ Pittsburgh, could
make the club as a sixth round pick.
Dallas Cowboys: John Elway? He could
make a good draft a great one. Well,
the Cowboys always have a good draft.

Chuck

McSwain,

the

running

from Clemson, should make

back

the club

as a fifth round pick. Will have Reggie
Collier's rights for the next four years
after choosing him in the sixth.
Denver Broncos: An excellent draft.
Solidified the offensive line with Chris
Hinton, the best offensive lineman in

the draft, and Mark Cooper, a tackle
from Miami (Fla.). Picked up Gary
Kubiak, a talented quarterback, in the
seventh.
Detroit Lions: PickedJames Jones,
the: fullback from Florida, to spice
up a running game that averaged only

94 yards per game last year despite
choice, especially considering Sims is
seriously talking with the USFL. Picked

to develop

only

upper-body

to

form

a

potent

receiving

corps.

Pittsburgh Steelers: Despite the fact
that they didn’t get Gary Anderson,
the wide receiver they so desperately!

wanted, the Steelers managed to sal-:
vage a good draft. Gabe Rivera should
team with Keith Gary to put some life
into an aging defense. Remember the
name Wayne Caspers. He'll star at
wide receiver before long. Paul Skansi

should also make the team.
St. Louis Cardinals: Simply put, Leonard Smith can play, as can Cedric
Mack. Mark Duda, the Maryland defensive tackle, should also make the
club. Picked five defensive players in
the

first

four

rounds,

adding

rapidly improving defense.
San Diego Chargers: Despite
unable

to trade

for John

to

a

being

Elway,

the

Ba

We quote a recent telex from Georges

Duboeuf: “Fruity, tender, agreeable, well-

balanced, with relatively
low acidity. These
Villages wines should

be drunk young- within
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Ray Smith was simply the best defen-
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up Demetrious Johnson, a highly rated

quick, aggressive corner. Both shoutd

corner, on the fifth round. Johnson is
tough, aggressive tackler with the quickness to play man-to-man.
Green Bay Packers: A solid draft, with

help immensely. Coryell added Gary
Anderson, an explosive wide receiver,

a

to the best offense in football. And
let's not forget they re-signed Dan

Tim Lewis, the highest corner on the

Fouts.
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make the team as a backup all-purpose
back.
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Philadelphia Eagles: Made a great
move when
they picked Michael
Haddix over James Jones. The Eagles
need speed, and Haddix will help take

some of the pressure off Wilbert Montgomery. Jody Schultz a 6-3, 235-pound
linebacker out of East Carolina, needs
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New York Giants: Another quality
draft for George Young, who filled
each of the Giants four needs in this
draft. Terry Kinnard will be a star for
the next ten years, and should step

who'

MIX OR MATCH WINES

OW

one of the strongest players to come
out of college in years. A good draft,
considering their position and lack of
choice.

New
York
Jets: Named
Ken
O’Brien, a quarterback from Cal-Davis,

|’79 Chateau | 75 Langoa |
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round.

Cincinnati Bengals: How does Paul
Brown do it year after year? Dave
Rimington, a 6-25, 292-pound center
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back from Pitt, and Mike Charles, in
the first two round. Punter Reggie
Roby, the punter from Iowa, could
solve the Dolphins’ punting problems.
A weak draft.
Minnesota Vikings: Joe Browner
and Walker Lee Ashley, their picks
in the first and third rounds, respectively. will noticeably improve
the defense. It was surprising that

cover running backs one-on-one, lasted
“until the fifth round."
JERE
LO
New England Patriots; Tony Eason,

Chateau |

3% '80 Chateau Damanieux Bordeaux Blanc.

drafted in the eighth round, could
surprise.
Miami Dolphins: Picked up Dan

Marino, the much

LR
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BY PIERRE OLIVIER
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punter, in the fifth, and David Lutz, an

just couldn’t
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you never know.
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Blackledge, though talented and smart,
did complete only 51 percent of his
passes over his college career. Picked

ington. As always, Al Davis will scour

Washington Redskins: Picking last
is never easy. Cornerback Darrell
Green may be a bit small, but he does

Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers:
John
McVay picked up two offensive line-

BIG SPRING SALE

%
¥%
¥%
%
¥*
¥*%
¥%

Kansas City Chiefs: Choosing a quarterback on the first round was no
surprise (six were chosen in the first
round, topping the previous high of
four), but chossing Todd Blackledge
over Jim Kelly and Tony Eason was.

the country for free agents and find

Babe Laufenberg could easily beat out

Bob Holly for the backup quarterback
spot. And drafting Kelvin Bryant, currently under contract to the Philadelphia Stars of the USFL, is a smart
move. It’s only the seventh round, and

HOU HOURS
t EAGLE WINE & CHEESE of GEORGETOWN NEW2.500%:

Salem, Keith Bostic, and Jerome Foster.

signing Dan Fouts Monday night. The
Cowboys have enough quality depth
to, deal for Elway. Isn't it interesting
that the Cowboys drafted three defen-

to solve

OR

year’s draft. The Oilers, with eight
picks in the first 88, also wound up
with such quality players as Harvey

Diego falling by the wayside after re-

be

Walsh's running back problems.

ceived a second, third, and fourth in
this year’s draft, and a fourth in next

lent offensive tackle, and Anthony
Caldwell, the linebacker from Wash-

must

and Craig should combine

re-

- the running for Elway appear to be the
Cowboys and the Raiders, with San

in the first

It

.

Matthews,

six picks in the draft, but they did
manage to get Dan Mosebar, an excel-

sive ends and a tight end

impact.

their pick. Picking ninth they still
obtained one of the players they want-

The two teams leading the pack in

four rounds. Could it be the Cowboys
are trying to build depth just in case an

any

possess world class speed. Richard
Williams is a solid all-around back.

men,
Randy
Grimes
and
Kelly
Thomas. to help protect Doug Williams, and Jeremiah Castille to make
an already tough secondary tougher.
Not a great draft, but it should help.

Se

if they had dealt the pick before the
draft.,An inexcusable mistake.

have

remembered that the 49ers picked up
Cody Jones and Wendell Tyler from
the Rams just before the draft. Tyler

Houston Oilers: The Oilers played one
of the smartest drafts in years. Originally scheduled to pick second in the
first round, the Oilers twice traded
Bruce

Seattle Seahawks: With only one
pick in the first five rounds, there was
not much the Seahawks could do to
improve their club. However, that one
pick was Curt Warner, and he should
step right in to star in the NFL.

SA

from: a position of weakness. Sure,
they will still get a number of quality
players/draft choices for Elway. But
they're not going to receive as much as

will

Pitt, on the fifth round.

ed, tackle

Craig,

sess skok ok skok ok sk ke skok

perplexing is why the Colts called
Elway when they knew he had stacked
the deck. Now the Colts must deal

Roger

EE or

few days he would sign a baseball
contract with the Yankees.
The Colts will, invariably, trade
Elway to another club. What is most

49ers:

Ls

he was not traded to a West Coast
clubror the Dallas Cowboys within a

Francisco

Se

Elway doesn’t have gimpy knees. Within hours of the selection Elway held a
press conference to announce that if

San

the Nebraska running back, is probably the only draft choice who

A

(1983,84 and '85), a number two and
Mare Wilson for right to draft Elway,
the best quarterback prospect to come
out of college since Joe Namath. And

Jessie

El

reported as high as three number ones

and

lA

Despite Elway's oft-stated intention
of playing for a West Coast club, the
Baltimore Colts turned down offers

first round,

*

Likely? No.

in the

z

Now: batting for the New York Yankees, right fielder John Elway . . .
Possible? Yes.

board,

Clark, the second rated fullback, in
the seventh. Picked up Bryan Thomas,
a solid all-around running back from

yo

The score is tied at two, the bases
are loaded, and there are two out.
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Track Prepares For Penn Relays
by Pat Tadie
HOY A Staff Writer

At the Rutgers Relays held last week,
the men’s track team had its best meet
so far this season. “Each weekend, we
have competed very well, and we have
progressed well,” stated coach Joe

Lang. “I think this was the best performance team-wise and depth-wise
we've had at Rutgers.”
Sophomore Kevin King took a sec-

ond place finish in the 5000-meter run,
running an NCAA-qualifying time of
13:55.0. King was with eventual winner
Louis Ostolazga, a former NCAA run-

nerup in the mile now competing for
the New York Athletic Club (NYAC),
Photo by Paul Bock

until the last 150 yards before Ostolazga pulled away to win. Classmate

RN

Phil Minnervino ran a 14:21, qualifying
him for the IC4A meet. “Phil's performance was really outstanding,” noted coach Lang.
The Hoyas’ depth was most evident
in the 800-meter run, a race in which
six rumners were timed in 1:53.3 or
better. Junior Brian McNelis took fifth
place overall in a time of 1:50.1. The
winning time was 1:49.5, while the
third and fourth place finishers were

Siena runner heads bac k to first. Hoyas won, 13\

Hoyas Enter End Of Season, Aim For Playoff
header which GU swept 12-1 and 12-1,

starter Doug Starcher for four in the
fourth. The Hoyas put the game away
with six runs in the sixth and seventh,

Kowal pitched a pair of complete
games, an abbreviated no-hitter in the

first, and a three hitter in the second.

by Win Brown

the key hitters being Kaull and O'Meara,

This weekend, the Hoyas will be at
home for a pair of twinbills versus
Northwestern. The Sunday twinbill will

HOYA

in the

\ game. Sal Vitiello came on in relief for

the win.
Off the field, Steve Kowal was named

be broadcast over WROX

690 begin-

ning at 1:30 p.m.

the score

Hoyas

He stole second (his 33rd steal in as
many attempts), and came in to score
the winner on wild pitches thrown to
Chris O'Meara and Chris DeMarco.

Ed Burke got the complete game
victory, in his first start since March
29th. His record moved up to 3-1.
game

two,

shortened

to

five
by Jeffrey Scharpf

innings by rain, Tom Bass was hit with
the 2-1 defeat, giving up a two-out,
game winning double in the top of the

New

University

lead to ease the neck-to-neck tension.

Crew Team found out exactly where it
stands at mid-season. Out of twelve
races against Trinity and Drexel, with
only a slight cross-wind to harass Lake

Trinity clung to Georgetown all the
way to the finish but could never
muster a challenge strong enough to

Men’s JV Hwt. 8
G.U.
Trinity

6.47
6.28

Men's Nov. Ltw. 8
G.U.

6.30

Carnegie’s calm waters, Georgetown

The Lightweight JV was stroked by
Randy Ralph, with Mike Noone, Jim
Kublan, Chris Rapp, John Terry, Tom

Saturday

the

in

Princeton,

Georgetown

break G.U.’s determination.

won two events. The success of the
season now rests precariously in the

Martin, Chip Caputo, and Steve
Grieder pulling behind him. Janet
Eisenhaur was the coxwain who kept

hands of the coaches, whose proven
experience must again inspire winning
boats. The coaches and coxwains have
only two races left before the Dad Vail
Championships on May 14 in Philadel-

finish line.
Aside from the Women’s

JV Four

At Princeton it was the Men's JV
Lightweights who saved the day. The
racecourse
is 'so
Lake
Carnegie

victory, the other races were lost by
Georgetown. The Varsity Lightweights

straight, and so boring, that mental
fatigue becomes almost overwhelming.

rough water and never got back on
track to overtake Trinity or Drexel.

There

The Men's Novice Heavyweights were
surprised by Drexel, and the Novice

marks

lost their rhythm in a few patches of

are no bridges, turns, or land-

to break

the

mind’s

natural

Lights lost by several boat
Trinity.
The Women’s Varsity
length behind Trinity and
Varsity Heavyweights, with

concentration on pain, exhaustion, and

the location of the opponent. These
factors help illustrate the excitement
of the JV race.
The two boats pulled away from the
start evenly, with Georgetown

lengths to
finished a
the Men’s
Mike Fer-

guson in the bow seat and a very tall
four and five seat combination of Tom

taking

a quarter-length lead over Trinity by
the 1500 meter mark. From there on it

Woodruf and Neil Lane, rowed through

Drexel

was just a metter of which eight could

at the

1000 meter

mark

but

game

with

a
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Assistant Sports Editor

The rain Georgetown has been
having for the past few weeks has now
left Intramurals 98 games behind schedule with little hope of making them up.
Intramural Director James “Wedge”

Sullivan

is now

only

trying

to re-

schedule the games that are going to
make a difference in standings.
‘With the first 27 Softball games and
30 Soccer games all called because of
the great deluge, only the indoor activities stayed on schedule. In Volleyball, 6th Darnall came from behind to

defeat 2nd Darnall two sets to one to
claim

the

dorm

championship.

The

6th Darnall victory came after they
lost the first round 14-16, then fought
back to win two blow outs, 15-8, 15-8.

The Darnall squad then moved

to

the overall men’s championship, only
to lose to the psilomelane members of
the California Crushers. The Crushers
took the first game 15-9, then Darnall
battled back to win the second 15-11.
The final game went the Crushers’
way 15-9, although the officials believe
the Crushers may have substituted in a
lead ball on Darnall serves.

In the women’s overall championship, New South defeated the Zones in
two games, taking the title 15-11, 15-10.
Playing the closest series in the championships, Peoples Plot took the Coed
title by sending the Immigrants home
after a 2-1 victory. The win came after
a 12-15 loss, then two 15-11 victories.
The spring relays were no contest
for the members of Law Plus One, as
they won all seven events. Of the three
dorms that competed, 6th Darnall and
2nd Darnall tied for first place, and

turned as Kutztown scored four more
quick goals to close the first quarter
leading 5 goals to 2.
The second quarter was lost at the
face-off position. Kutztown won six
out of the eight and took the ball right
to Georgetown's goal. Scoring six
goals, the Kutztown wings were sneaking in difficult shots from G.U. goalie
Mitch Chitwood’s right side and seemed to be hitting the angles perfectly.

and the original strategy was changed.
We didn’t have the intensity in this
game though; wanting to hit is intensity, you've got to be determined
and know that you're going to get hit

Mitch

unbruised.

After

two

quick

Kutztown scores and a brief argument

Kutztown took the first two faceoffs
and looked in control of the ball, but
their shots were whipping above the
G.U. goal and going out of bounds.

between G.U coach Gorrow and Kevin

passed

it to

Paul

Murphy

who

Hoya
nine
town
G.U.

score by Mike Mauboussin with
minutes remaining put Georgeup two goals to nothing and the
bench came alive.

minutes

later Kutztown

had

fielder. And

indeed

the tables had

to thwart his op-

Chitwood’s

particularly

starting faceoff man.

and

superior stickwork

half,
players

as

Mike Hutchinson, facing-off against
a physically larger Kutztown player,
came into the game relying on his

play in the goal got more aggressive
but perhaps left too many K’town

playing

of lacrosse,

Jimmy Nagle scored off a Kevin Murphy pass with only 4 seconds left in the:
game.

town 35.
Georgetown'’s defense in the second

Gorrow planned to use senior Mike:
Hutchinson, a G.U. football letterman
his first year

when they nearly missed on a behindthe-back pass at top speed. Georgetown did have the last say however as

ponents size advantage, but wound-up
being every bit as physical as the
Kutztown center. “It turned out that
his stickwork was better than mine

At the half it was Kutztown 11, George-

Trinity

6.18

Drexel

6.34

Murphy as to how a long pass should
be fielded, Kutztown

stormed

down

the field on a fast break and whizzed
in an exciting goal. Georgetown returned this show with four and a half

minutes left in the quarter as Bert Rice
dashed through a whole field of Kutztowners

and

heaved

a lead

pass

to

Paul Murphy, who scored the goal.
In the fourth quarter Georgetown
lost four out of five face-off, but saw
exciting quickness from the play of
Bert Rice, and hard checking by Mike
Hutchinson and Mike Mauboussin.
Kutztown was in control offensively
though, only blowing one fast-break

and just go through

with it, like in

football.” Asked how he felt about his

first season in his senior year, Hutchinson replied: "Its been a
long year, but you've got
deep and give it what
haven't taken a defeatist

At

the

final

whistle

tough year, a
to pull down
you can. We
attitude.”

it was

Paul

Murphy and Mike Mauboussin scoring
4 goals each, Bert Rice scoring one
and getting two assists, Jim Nagle
having one goal and one assists, and

Mike Leahy and Kevin Murphy each
getting one assist. Goalie Mitch Chitwood saved 17 out of 52 shots, and
Georgetown controlled 11 out of 21
face-offs.

Women’s Var. 8

G.U.

6.39

Trinity
Drexel

6.35
6.45

Men's Nov. Hwt. 8
G.U.
Trinity
Drexel

\

Men's JV Lwt. 8
G.U.
Trinity

6.24.5
6.24
6.18
6.26
6.28.4

Women’s Novice 8
G.U.
Trinity

6.33
6.25

GU

Women’s JV 4
G.U.

8.15

Trinity

8.29

Men's Var. Ltw. 8
G.U.
Trinity

6.16
6.06

lacrosse struggling in 1983.
Drexel

Men's Var. Hwt. 8
G.U.
Trinity
Drexel

6.13
6.09
6.00.5
6.20.5

Slake’s Intramural Report |
by Francis Slakey

and Distance Medley events.

to catch Trinity.

the boat's energy directed toward the

phia.

tied for fifth in the high

jump with a leap of 6'4".

record. In women’s com-

petition at Penn, coach Pan Fanaritas
will field relays in the 4 X 400, 4 X 800,

Photo by Ch

Last

Jersey,

the

scored a goal and Hoya Mike Leahy
was getting to his feet slowly after
being decked by a Kutztown mid-

never got back the boat's length needed

Joe Morgan

vault. Transfer

record of 2 wins and 10 losses and with
a lower than usual attendance rate the
squad’s morale was waning. With only
2 games left in the season Coach Bill

Two

. maintain the mental toughness down
the stretch; Trinity's churning oars
wee almost hitting Georgetown’s, and
each boat was straining for a decisive

HOY A Staff Writer

into

flicked it by the K'town goalie. Another

Georgetown Crew Struggles At Princeton
by E. Z. Aull

came

With 12 minutes left in the first quarter
Hoya Burt Rice scooped-up the ball

Photo

Sth. GU managed only two hits in the
nitecap.
The Hoyas came out on top for the
‘week by outslugging Siena 13-9, on
- Tuesday. The Hoyas jumped out to a
6-1 lead off of a two run homer by

12'6” pole

that saw six schools better the previ-

ous NCAA

re

In

Sports Staff

In a lacrosse game Wednesday afternoon against Kutztown St. in Pennsylvania, where it seemed as if the weather was the only thing going Georgetown’s way, Kutztown defeated the
Hoyas by a score of 21 to 10. The

knotted at six in the bottom of the
ninth, after a three run rally in the
seventh, Steve lannini singled for GU.

Se.

Rabassa’s

in the 4 X 800 relay last year. a race

=

RBIs

shot put with a personal best of 43'3”.
Derrick Wenger tossed the javelin 176’,
also a personal best, as was Alfredo

portion of the schedule this Thursday

Mark Kot shot 18-20 from the line

read Slake’s Intramurals, the HOYA
has now ordered “I Read Slake’s Intra-

murals” buttons. The only requirement
for

getting

your

button

is that

you

must have read each Intramural column

It's hard to believe that 99% of the
students at Georgetown have not experienced Intramural Water-Polo. Fortunately, the eight member squad of
Stalwart Eggplant had the opportunity
last Monday night when they stole the
championship away from the highly
touted team of Past Their Prime.
The first game in the finals went
into overtime as Dave “Flipper” Racadio

entirely, EVERY week... This may
rule out even my loyal readers on 2nd

scored on his patented fall away. With

St. Mary's, and possibly a few other
dorms on campus, but there should be

to take the first game, 18-17. The
second game was no contest as Egg-

enough for all seven of my readers. To
claim your button, simply go to the

HOY A and answer a few basic questions
on Intramural

competition, and their

importance in the collegiate scene.

be the first Georgetown player in years
to capture top honors. Shell, perhaps

by George Becker
SPECIAL TO THE HOYA
The Hoya golfers, the schools’ least
visible varsity sport, finished the spring

2nd St. Mary’s placed a strong third.
two weeks ago to win the men’s free
throw shooting contest, and the right
to teach the Hoyas how to'do it right.
For the women it was Deirdre Comey
of 2nd New South, 15-20.
To reward all those who actually

Georgetown Golf Season Disappointing

a wild half pool shot Eggplant scored

plant scored from all sides to keep up
a strong lead behind the cannon arm
of Brian Reamy, winning 27-21.

against Johns Hopkins at the Washingtonian National Golf Course. Despite early enthusiasm brought about
by a new coach and an unprecedented
number of new faces, the season has

been

a generally

disappointing

pr

four

St. Mary's.

Relay last year when John Gregorek
chased down a Villanova runner in the
last turn, ending the Wildcats’ 16-year
domination of the event.
The Hoyas
also set an American collegiate record

one.

Erratic play, poor weather, and some

close early losses have contributed to
this season’s mixed results.
Georgetown was led this year by
seniors George Becker and Jim Schell.

One or the other of these two Philadelphians, both 4-year team members,
was almost always the team’s medalist.
Becker overcame some early-season
putting problems to capture a second

the most consistent player on the squad
over the last three years, recently
regained part of the form that made

him so successful in the past in shooting
75 and 79 in two recent wins. Despite
these successes, they have been unable
to play well on the same day, thus

causing problems for the team.
Other top players this year have
been Skip Jenkins and Chuck Loncon.
Jenkins, also a senior, transferred from
the University of Florida last year and
has been an integral part of the team
since his arrival. Constrained by his

schedule, Skip plays only occasionally
but has been generally successful in
his appearances. Loncon, a sophomore

from Savannah, had a good fall season
but has yet to regain that form in the

place finish in the Capital Conference

spring. Again, the inconsistency of the
top players has contributed to the
team’s on again-off again results.

Tournament,

Loncon

an

event

featuring -the

top players from the D.C. area colleges.
A strong second round 78 under difficult conditions put him in a position to

—

had

at Mt.

Virginia, and Penn State all look tough.”
The Hoyas won the Distance Medley

EA

of whom

competed

Pete Arian just missed the finals of the

well as two or three runners in the
' 5000-meter run. “Penn looks like a
wide open meet this year,” observed
coach Lang. "Arkansas, Villanova,

Lacrosse Crushed By Kutztown St.

against Delaware State. In that double

runs in the fifth, after having nailed

each

qualify for the ECAC-South playoffs
next month.
In Saturday's opener, Georgetown
twice came from behind to down JMU

With

bat of Iannini in the
went ahead with two

ECAC-South player of the week, for
an outstanding effort on April 19th,

Last Saturday, the field event performers

the 4 X 400, 4 X 800, 4 X 1500, and the
Sprint and Distance Medley Relays, as

BE

in the ECAC-South, behind JMU (25-7),
Richmond (20-8), and William and
Mary (18-13). The top four teams

run

In the 1500, Frank McConville and
John Eberle both set personal bests,
running 3:50 and 3:51, respectively.
Mike Regan ran a 3:55, while James
Gregorek ran a 3:57. "The 1500 runners
looked good, too,” coach Lang said.

This weekend the Hoyas are competing in the Penn Relays. The meet
begins on Wednesday night and will
continue through Sunday. The men’s
team will be sending relay squads in

is

expected

to

be

the

top

player for Georgetown in the next few
years, and will have to do well if the
team is to be successful.

“A

In taking two of three games from
James Madison and Siena, the GU
men’s baseball team raised their record
for the season to 18-13-1. GU is fourth

a two

and Gatewood also ran 22.4 200-meter
times, while McCabe and Chris Covington ran 22.6 in their 200-meter races.

meet later this
bf

mem,

triple off the
second. Siena

Staff Writer

7-6 in extra innings.

in the first, and

49.6, and 49.9 respectively. Olawski

for the National TAC
year.

a
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Kaull

In the 400 meters, Dean Olawski,
Jace Gatewood, and Pat McCabe all
broke 50.0 seconds with times of 49.5,

In women's competition at Rutgers,
transfer Suzanne Girard placed second
in the 3000-meter run with a time of
9:20.0. That performance qualified her

TR

Kurt

by Lloyd Horwich

both clocked in 1:50.0. McNelis, who
was in last after the first 400 meters,
made his move at the 500-meter mark
in order to place. Aubrey McKithen
(1:51.5), Dick Caton (1:52.2), John
Sullivan (1:52.3), Phil Franshaw (1:53.1),
and John Pedati (1;53.3) also came in’
under the 1:53.3 time.

